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Berlin, Jan. 22. The refusal of
Chancellor von Buelow to reply to
thesocialistic Interpellation on the
subject of Prussian suffrage caused
tremendous excitement in the rcteh-sta- g
today and amid a deafening up
roar members left the hous.e while
the debate between the chancellor
Htid the soclullst members was continued before half empty benches.
Trembling with Indignation
the
aged chancellor pointed to the socialist members and charged them
with being the Instigators of the recent street manifestations when socialists marched through tho streets
and clashed with the police. Such
demonstrations, he declared, to be
rt trlmental
to tho country and stigmatized them as the acts of those
who did
desire the welfare of the
country.
Keferring to the questions concerning Prussian suffrage he refused to
make any reply whatever to the interrogations of socialist
members.
directly at the socialists he
announced that the organizers of any
demonstrations against the government would be held responsible and
the punishment due the organisers
would be dealt, regardless of the position held by the leaders.
Jeers and derisive laughter from
the part of the house occupied by
intersocialist members constantly
rupted the speaker and ho was forced
at times to wait several minutes before the demonstration caused by his
statements had subsided. All the ministers left the house and many members withdrew when the debate became warm.
All the buildings of parliament
were at once surrounded by strong
police guards, armed
with pistols
and sabers. No one was permitted
to enter without first satisfying the
guards of his Identity. Police mounted and on foot constantly patrolled
the principal thoroughfares of .the
city, permitting no one to linger and
dispersing small crowds of people
who gathered to discuss the action
of the chancellor.
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Wuroon Had Saturated Building With
Coal (Ml and Scattered Dynamite
AImhiI
Two Are Killed unit
Ouo
undcd by Guards.

Nashville, Tsnn., Jan.
22.
Two
negroes are dead and a third wounded as the result of an attempt to
dynamite and burn the
tobacco factory at Clarksville
today. The negroes were shot down
by guards who caught them in the
act of netting tire to the principal
factory building. The wounded negro escaped.
An investigation revealed the fact
that the door of the factory buildSTEAMSHIP COLLISION
ing had been saturated with coal oil
while oil had been spread about inENDANGERS PASSENGERS side the building. Four sticks of dynamite had been placed against the
door and others were scattered about
were just
Collide in lb building. The negroes
Amsterdam und A vmliiaU-in the act of firing the building when
lleay Kojf Twenty I'atM'n'r
discovered and were shot down as
Miss-In- -.
In ()H'ii Ilout IJejMrti-they ran.
were
Sever. il sticks of dynamite
found on the hojie.s of t :i o negroiw,
each having a sufficient amount to
Kmtei ,1,1111, Jan. 22. The steamer
the building.
Amsterdam belonging to the Great
company
Hallway
and tlio
Kastcrn
British steiimer Asminster bound MORRIS X. JESSUP DIES
for Uottordam collided last night in
a heavy fog, near Nuuwe Watweff.
The Amsterdam was badly damaged
AFJERJHORT ILLNESS
and has been belched near Massllus.
warning
fog
prevented
heavy
The
of the impending collision and the A. Hanker ami PliilanliirojtWl lie
met with great force. The
u,i
Was Prominent in New
ork
lif!y-.-ipassengers o'i board the Am-s'- ,r
IW .Many Years.
Into
confusion
rc
thrown
nn
22.
New York, Jan,
Morris K.
by the
ck but a panic was avertl.y
the prompt anion of the offi- Jesup, retired banker, and promied
nent in civic affairs for many years,
cerin I crew.
With waur runhinR In at a great died today at UU home at the ago
ra'e through two holes Iti the bow of 71 years. Mr. Je&sup has been
or the vHXfl the captain ordered full falling In health, for several months
and his death was due to a complica(speed In tho hope of beaching the vessel. She sank, so fast, however, that tion of diseases.
Since his
retirement
from the
h,. decided to transfer the passengers
although banking business in which he accuto the Axminster, which
has
badly d imaged, was ill better condi- mulated a fortune, Mr.
The been prominent In charitable work
...e Amsterdam.
tion
than
ti aii!-- f r was accomplished safely but and has aided in the establishment
of numerous institutions for the rare
one boa' containing twenty passengers is missing and Is thought to have of the deserving poor, lie has alreached one of the fog bound vessels ways taken great interest in municipal affairs.
l. ear.
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Hotly Resented Insinuations
Against Her Character B; ought
Out In Court Yesterday-We- pt
on Witness Stand

ORGIES OF WHITE
IN STUDIO

OTHER

OR
CANDIDATE

OF ALLEGED

Candidate Who Will

Jv0

Mrs. Pearl Turner, 32 years old,
whoso divorce case against her husband, Mark C. Turner, a mail car-

DRY

woman's forehead.
She then lay
motionless.
Dr. Hope, the family
physician,
who arrived a few minutes later in
a hurried call, proresponsA to
nounced the woman dead.
Thomas ktcMillfn, chief of poiioe.
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Important Convention Opens Thousands Assemble to Cheer
at Salt Lake City With Six-tee- n and Bid Farewell to AmerStates Represented.
ican Sailors.
PLAN TO EXTEND

.ND

IMPROVE ORGANIZATION
Salt Lake City, Jan. 22. Sixteen
states and territories are represented
in the dry farming congress which
began a. four days' session here today.
This is the newest agrlcultaral organization and it has an Important

j

missin, working in behaU of semi-ari- d
states. Important matters, Includ-- i
lng the adoption of plans for spread-- I
ing the organization and the work it
has to do will occupy the time of the
delegates. Only routine business was
transacted this morning.
In the absence of President John
li. Donahue, of Denver, who was un
able to be present this morning, Gov- ernor John C. Tlutler presided at the
opening session.
reached the house a few minutes
Mrs. Mausard continued to
latei.
wep hysterically, calling her daughter's name, the was assisted to her
room In the home and placed ln
care of Dr. Hope, who forbade any
one seeing her. It is feared that the
shock, together with her advanced
yeuis, may result In her death or
aberration of her mind.
Mr. Mausard, who Is an invalid, Is
also prostrated. When a Citizen reporter visited the Maus-- a J home
shortly after the suicide, Mrs. Maus-ard'- s
n
moans could be
heurd in the hall way us the called
to her dead child.
The two children surviving, Charles Carroll Tui tier, who was
born
s 7
November
and
Winifred
Ivor'.ne Turner, who was born October !!. latlO, ure grief xtrlcken. The
little girl was the lirst to reach !mr
mo tiler's side after the tragedy and
cati not be comforted.
The little
boy, who bus been In the care of his
grand parents since he was two years
old. tried to hear his grief manfully
and was the one who summoned Dr.
I loth are really too small
Hope.
to
realize all thut has taken place.
The suicide of Mrs. Turner, it is
said, grew out of her fear thai her
character would be severely attacked In court In an effort to take from
her, the llule girl. She was of a sensitive nature,
Wept iu Court.
Yesterday on two occasions Mrs.
Turner broke down and wept on the
witness stand. The thing that seemed
to weigh upon her the most was the
belief that Turner's couu.sel was insinuating that by "dragging around"
and neglecting their child, she caused Its death a year ago last fall. This
insinuation Mrs. Turner resented hotly and wept whenever she thought
that such a thing was even being
hinted by the attorneys.
Her spirit appeared to have been
broken when she left the court, yesterday aa the result of toe statements that Turner had made on the
stand ami of the questions which his
attorneys had put to her.
Turner yesterday told of several
escapade which he said caused
trouble between himself and his wife.
Mrs. Turner after
leaving the
grlef-strieke-

(Continued on Pace Four.)

GREAT DEMONSTRATION
AT THE DEPAKTUKE
Rio de Janeiro, Jan. 22. .Shortly
after nine o'clock this morning the
ships of the American fleet hoisted
anchor and steamed slowly out of
the harbor to resume the ourney to
the Pacific. The fleet will go direct
to the port of Punta Arenas
and
make a short stop there.
The departure was marked by a
wonderful demonstration. Thousands
of people lined the shore to cheer and
wave farewell as the ships steamed
out. of the harbor amid the deafening roar of salutes fired from the
guns of the land batteries and of the
vessels in the harbor. All the ships
In the harbor were gaily decorated
nd bands of muslo were stationed
at Intervals along the water front.
With the exception of the Arethu-s- a
all the ships were overhauled and
are in excellent shape. The Arethu-- a
will remain here a few days and
will Join the fleet at Punta Arenas.
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AGAINST
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RATE

INCREASE

Gi'iicrul of Nebraska

'fry to Knfortv law for
lixpre.ss 'liargn.

Will

lwcr

Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 22. Attorney
nernl Thompson today requested
the supreme court to Issue a temporary Injunction against the express
companies doing business In Nebraska, restraining them from charging
i au s in
excess of those prescribed In
i InSibley act. These rates provide
e
twenty-fivn
for
per cent reduction.
Hxpress companies have not seen
lit to comply with the provisions of
the act and have continued charging
at the rate In force before the act
passed. The action of Attorney
il' i.eral Thompson will result In a
tot of he statute ns the express
have declared a determination to tight tho reduction.
h

MITCHELL

SUBMITS
ANNUAL

REPORT

Indianapolis, Jan. 22. After hearthe annual report of President
Mitchell and appointing committees
the convention of United Mine Workers aijouinel today. The commjj.
tees appointed have already
begun
w ork.
In his annual report President
.l
stated that ho does not favor
consolidation with Hiu Western
u
elation of Miners and recommended
that the proposal bo refused.
0 re
viewed tho history of the organization since he has been at Its hed and
submitted
statistics showing
the
growth and achievements
of the
union under his leadership
ijurlng
the past nine years. He reijrfctte,i
prevented
that ill health
f'nother
term as president, ho said, but found
that It would be Impossible f.r him
to agiin take up tho duties of his of- ing

Mlt-che-

flee.

Washington. D. C, Jan. 22. Fifty-tof the 1S7 democrats in the
house of representatives are opposed
to the nomination of William Jennings Jirynn for the presidency by
democratic national convention which
meets In Denver, and will do all in
their power to put him aside and
nuke Governor Johnson of Minnesota
or some other man they consider
more available, the nominee.
This fact was ascertained by a poll
of the democratic members of the
house. Just completed.
Of the 1J7
numbers of the minority party ln
the house 151 were Interviewed. Two
were
Sixteen were
absent or 111. AH Indicated
their
choice with the understanding
that
their individual preferences
should
not be made public, although
the
IJryan men were for the most part
perfectly willing to have their names
published!"
Each democrat was asked the following question: "What candidate do
you individually prefer today as the
democratic candidate for the presidency?"
The aggregate reply signified a
preference on the part of a great
majority of democrats for Bryan, but
two-'htrof the number
a preference, which any
candidate, to be successful in the
Denver convention, will need. Nearly
all thos who voted against the leader of his party in two national campaigns prefaced their choice with a
statement that Bryan would probably be nominated, but would be
likely to be defeated In the election
ln November.
The vote was as follows:
Vuto ill Ums IIouhp.
Bryan of Nebraska
98
Governor Johnson of Minnesota. .31
Judge Gray of Delaware
10
Judge Harmon of Ohio ,.
4
Sen. Cuiberson of Texas.
4
Gov. Hoke Smith of Georgia
1
Justice White, Supreme court
1
Williams of Mississippi
l
Johnson of Cleveland
1
Should the states vote in the Denver convention us the choice of thrtr
r presentatives In the house would
Indicate, the opposition to Mir. Bryan
could muster 818 votes on the first
roll call; within 19 votes of enough
to prevent his nomination.
Should
Ohio, where Judson Harmon Is considered presidential timber;
Texas,
where the democrats would like to
see Senator Culberson made president, and Geurgia, where Governor
Smith has long been considered available, vote with the opposition to Sir.
Bryan on the first ballot, the total
would be swelled to 433. In that case
Mr. Bryan would receive but
576
votes
the tlrst ballot, with 671 necessary to nomination. In this count
trie rsew England states of Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut and lthode Island, which ba.ve no
democratic representatives .'n congress, but could bo probj.y depended upon to send deleg ,'ong opposed
to Mr. Bryan's nontlnatlon, are not
included. Their vj.tes total DO, bringing tho number of those who might
be opposed to Mr. Bryan on the first
ballot up to 4S2.
One ot the surprises brought out In
the po'
the Tact Mr. Bryan failed
to be the preference of a majority of
the members of the house
from
eitlier Florld-aKentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland or Virginia;
although
bftroughoiit the entire, south he has
been considered stronger than any
other democrat in the country.
The southern
members of the
house who oppose Bryan were Inclined to believe that anybody could
twiry their section and thai, therefore. Mr. Bryan could poll the normal democratic
vote
But,
there.
they ald. In order to carry tho northern stales, which have been In the
repuhl.ean column during the last 10
years, another man than the Nebraskan should lie nl.l,-ent thn hand nt
the ticket.
declared that they
were tired of seeing the national ticket defeated, and desired that a trim,
should bo nominated who could win.
The idea of a southern candidate did
not Anrw.nl to them eerit,..iiirlvj' rVUm,
pn!ntr1 out that the situation lii Ohio
an I .New
urK calls ror the nonilna-t'o- n
of a northern man who can carry a IlllloiltV Of th Votes 111 thnu,.
.s:at.-.sThnso. fc-who favored the
nomination of Ju Is.ni Harmon did so
on the ground ith.it ho would enable
the democratic Ij.irtv trv tMk., a.lvan.
tage of the factional fight between
toe lart and Foraker forces.
hree
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Why did you do this?"
Mrs. Turner gasped onee as Mrs.
Walsh placed her hand to the dying

VICTIMS

mined to Suppress
Them.

Win.

v.

GIvTilS

LETTERS

Southern Members Do Not Favor Thaw Often
Called at Society's
Southern Man-A- re
Tired of
Headquarters to Tell of While's
Continual Defeat and Want
Practices Was Deter-- ,

Twice.

ugly-lookin- g

at

Democratic . Leaders Predict Anthony Comstock Tells of
Defeat If Nebraskan
Conversation In Studio ReSecures
garding Architect and
His Friends,

FORGIVE

rier employed at the local postoffice,
has been on trial In the district court
for the past two days, shot and killer! herself
shortly after 8 o'clock
this morning, at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mausard, 623 North Second street.
Death was almost instantaneous.
Mr. und Mrs. Mausard are prostrated
Mr. Turner, the huswith grief.
band, is at the home of his parents,
1302 West Kruit avenue, and Is inconsolable.
Mrs. Turner left n lengthy note
addressed to her mother. The note
states that she could not bear tho
charges made and Insinuated against
her character In the divorce proceedings. It asks her mother to forgive her and asks that God forgive
her for taking her own life, and that
He forgive her husband as she herself hud forgiven him. The
requests that her body be kept in the
home of her parents and not turned
over to an undertaker, and that the
funeral be conducted as simply and
quietly as possible. The note is the
most pathetic part of a tragedy
which teems with pathos.
'It gives direction
as to hhw tho
body Is to be arrayed for burial and
expresses the hope that the husband
will show- - the same love for his children as that glven them by the mother before she took her life.
Noto Not MhiIl Public.
The note was not made public. It
was addressed to the mother, and
upon her instructions, it has been
secreted by friends until she Is able
to read it. The above statement of
what It contained was made public
by friends
of Mrs. Mausard who
read the note a few minutes after
the tragedy. It was written ln lead
pencil and covered several pages of
note paper.
Friends of the Mausards at the
home this morning talked freely of
the tragedy. They stated that Mrs.
Turner slept very little last night.
She was driven almost to the point
of insanity by the trying ordeal of
i
severe day on .the witness stand
in her divorce case. She wept constantly, tore uer hair In anguish and
walked the floor a greater part of
the night. She was finally soothed
to rest by her aged mother, who left
the bedchamber when the daughter
llt ally fell into a fitful slumber.
About 8 o'clock this morning, Mrs.
Turner arose. She donned a light
rain coat over her nightgown and
put on a light pair of bedroom slippers.
Placed Bedchamber In Order.
he then placed her pretty little
bedchamber in order to the minutest
detail, spreading the covers neatly
over the bed and rearranging the
many HMIe photos and trinkets on
the dresser.
Apparently she next
sat down at a small wrl'liur desk and
hurriedly dashed off the farewell
note to her mother about which so
much secrecy has been shown.
The frail little vmian. once an
happy
attractive.
girl, apparently
then walked to thf dresser and stood
In fore the mirror.
."he placed a .41 caliber Coil's revolver to her left breast, just an inch
or so above the heart, with thp niui-l- e
pointed obliquely downward. The
next Instant her mother and little
daughter beard a muffled shot.
They opened the door to the bedroom and found Mr. Turner prone
upon th. floor.
There was a small,
bullet wound In her
breast,
with a border of powder-burrie- d
clothing ahoiir it. Tho pis-- :
o' lay to n- her hand to one side.
Mrs Mansard
threw her arms
about her ''slighter, crying hyster-ii'aliThe little KiT rriM to tho
home of Mis. I.uke Walsh, a friend
and nearby neighbor.
Mrs. Walsh was still In bed, but
dressej hurrled'y a n d entered the
Mansard home. Mrs. Turner was
lieaihing her last in the arms of
her ag',j mother, who was trying
out piteously:
n. pearl why did vou do this?
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UPROAR

Declare Japanese Are Armed and Von Buelow Keluses Reply Re
garding Prussian Suffrage-Poli- ce
Menace Peace of the Ctty SitGuard Buildings
uation Desperate and
and Patrol PrinciMay Result In
pal Streets.
Klots.
Victoria. B. C, Jan. 2i. Discussion of proposed legislation looking
to the exclusion of Japanese labor-er- a
yesterday In the British Columbia parliament, brought forth strong
language from members from Vancouver, who declared that the situation la growng serious and will reto arms unless some
sult in a
measure to relieve It is adoated soon.
Dr. McOuIre, on of the members
from Vancouver, made a strong appeal to the .house, asking that some
remedy be applied before the citizens
of Vancouver take desperate measures to prevent Japanese aggression.
"The situation is growing desperate," he said, "and if the Japanese
continue to encroach on the rights
of our citizens as they have done In
the past and are doing now, a resort
to arms will undoubtedly be necessary for self protection. The recent
open breach between citizens of Vancouver and Japanese Is but an Indication of what will come shortly unless the Japanese ere excluded.
"Every Japanese Immigrant
is
armed and this Is a menace to the
peace of our citizens. Hi nee the open
break a short time ago Japanese
have been pouring into Vancouver
by the hundreds and every one that
arrives is armed and becomes a part
of the horde already residing in the
city. Thus armed, they are able at
a minute's notice to rally to the sup
port of any member of the colony
who might get into trouble and would
then have at a disadvantage citizens
of the town.
"Unless measures are taken at once
to disarm them, citizens of Vancou
ver will be forced to arm themselves
In self defense, and should any trouble arise thereafter between individuals It would In all probability develop Into a riot which could only
result In many crimes.
"The 125,000,000 due British Col
umbia and which is now held by the
government, should
be expended
without delay in providing armored
cruisers to patrol and defend the Pacific coast of Canada. As It Is now
we are without defense of any na
ture, and this defect should be rem
edied before it is too late.
"Urgent measures should also ',e
taken to exclude all Japanese from
Canada, whether such measures are
of
displeasing to the government
Japan or not. We owe our citizens
the protection which they naturally
expect and should not be influenced
in this matter by the wishes of the
people whom we are trying to exclude."
Other members for Vancouver
were Insistent that the exclusion of
all Japanese must be accomplished
before tho situation is relieved of the
serious aspect given it at the recent
rioting.
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Vancouver Members Use German Chancellor creates Shoots Herself Through Heart
This Morning After Writing
Great Excitement by An
Strong Language In DisFarewell Note to
Inflammatory Speech
cussing Proposed
Mother.
In Reichstag.
Legislation.
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iN'ew York, Jan. 22. The efforts ot
'
Harry Thaw to bring Stanford Whit
and several of White's friends to th
V
attention of the Society for the Suppression of ice, was brosght out
the Thaw trial when Anthonr
Comstock, vice president of the
was placed on the stand.
Comstock testified that late in the
jear 1904 Harry Thaw came to him
and complained of vicious practices
of Stanford White and several of his
friends. He stated at that time tha
wltn&ss said, thai White's studio was
"consecrated to orgies and controlled by six or seven scoundrels
and "
that the things which happened there,
were so monstrous it was Impossible
to talk about them."
v, r ,
During the following year litrrr
Thaw often wrote to him, Mr. Corn-sto- ck
said, and, was a frequent visitor
at the society's headquarters.
In all
his letters he continued to complain
of the practices ot Stanford Wbttsj
and his friends and Whenever-hcalled at the society's rooms would
talk on no other subject.
The letters which Mr. Comstock
referred to were read ln evidence.
They contained the names of alleged
victims, of White and refarred.ti Wnv .
as "The iJlackguard."
i These
letters wers not Introduced''
lit evidence at the former trial but
were referred to when Dr. JNana .told
what Thaw had said to him about
his efforts to have White sent to tha
penitentiary.
"I did nut want to kill the beast.1
said Thaw at one time, "but I did
want to have him brought into court
and have an Investigation of his life
made ho that at least some of his act
would be known. Providence
interfered, however.- It was an act ot
Providence."
Continuing hla testimony Mr. Comstock told of the determination which
se med to possess Thaw
to
have
White's practices made public. Hs
often told the witness of the disgraceful life the architect led and
suld he would continue hla efforts
until be compelled White to stop ht
vicious practices.
so-clt- ty,
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RESOLUTION
V

DlsauM!

Government Control and Iaiis.
Ing PnhjJic 11 lids.

Denver. Jan. 22. Resolutions favoring government control and leas-lng- .f
public lands will be Introduced
be the convention of the American
National Livestock association this
afternoon, and this is expected to
bring on the principal controversy
of the convention, as the delegates are
greatly divided over this question.
The committee on resolutions reported at this morning's meeting six
resolutions being Introduced. They
were all of such character as to cause
no dissension and all were adopted.
Among them was one endorsing the
bill prepared by Senator Culberson,
of Texas, providing, ror the relief ot
shippers from poor railway service.
Another prohibits the railroads from
advancing rates without the consent
of the Interstate commission.
An Important resolution which did
not pass through the committee, but
was introduced
directly
into the
house appeals to the ways and means
committee of the House and the finance committee of the Senate to
take up the reciprocal tariff legislation In order that American Livestock
products can be sent to Kurope. It
also endorses the Beverldge bill now
pending in the senate, which provides for a
tariff commission.
--

non-partis-

PITISItVKG

BANK
CliOSI.S ITS JtOOILS.
Pittsburg. Jan. 22. The Trader
and Mechanics bank, n state Institution, was closed today by order of
the statu bank examiners.
Th
Treasury Trust company, a subsidiary of the hank was also ordered
closed.
James L. White, who has been appointed temporary
states
that the two institutions are closed
because of the inability of the bank-tmake proper clearing and maintain a legal reserve. He says the indications point to the payment of depositors in full.
o

EVENINQ

ALBUQUERQUE

'Li ULI

L

I

ULru WLZ3

CITIZEN.

WKDflAY. JAMAKY,

82.

108.

LnJ

In order to close out this property during the coming spring and summer, the board of directors
have granted me an option, at a low figure, on this entire SELECT RESIDENCE SECTION of the city
H of Albuquerque. I have therefore had prepared a number of plats of the entire addition and marked
the price of each and every lot upon the same. These plats are now in the hands of the real estate
dealers of this city, and if you have a little money and know a good thing when you see it, my advice
M would be to call upon your real estate agent and pick up some of these snaps.

LOOK AT A MAP OF ALBUQUERQUE
and then no matter what section of the city you live in, let your better judgment have an equal chance with your prejudice as to
where the future residence section of this city is going to be. It cannot build into the Rio Grande river, and it's not going south.
Neither is it going northwest, northeast or southeast. This practically assures that the future residence district is steadily going east,
and when it comes to that the TERRACE ADDITION IS STRICTLY IT. Don't get frightened because some of the cheaper lots
have not as yet been graded. These are the lots that will be the money makers. The grading part is easy, and a few
thousand dollars would make the entire addition look as Silver Avenue looks now. This will eventually be done by some one,
because it is in no wise a difficult problem. New Mexico is growing, and Albuquerque will be a city worth talking about. Now
get wise and you will make more money with a small investment than you ever made before in your life.

ML
faction he belonged and of which he
highly regarded medicine man, and
once was chief, he was the most
It was said of him that he could cure
gunshot wounds better than any
white doctor. In this he seemed to
be specially skilled. He used medicines of his own manufacture and
kept his formulas secret. His practice was a strange mixture of modern
Ideas and the old time witchery.
While he used medicines, he also
chanted over his patients, looked Into clear, deep water for advice and
guidance and did many other strange
things to obtain wisdom.
Kono
Hot Gun, Wolf Warrior,
Hot Gun. Mighty Medicine Harjo and Fus Fixico were a quartette of Creek philosophers who
""mi. Succumbs to Great used to spend much time together
and their observations and criticisms
4fter Eventful Life.
became as proverbs among their
Hot Gun was a
fellow Indians.
snake Indian, and at the same time
Hot Gun, the government decided that the
va Hi- - Snakes must be subdued he was at
big camp of Snakes making
.
'1 the
medicine for them. He was taken
r
ers among
with a lot o'
Sgureu
Ulous
thrown in
?d for a
ico letteri, ..
several
n the political
f which
Indian affair by tu.
s
ta
Ued a few day ago at
nt of
forest between Eufaula and
mU t the age of 60 years, hv
tlm-ha- d
was seised by that disease ao fatal
Indians, pneumonia, and lived only ber i.
The
lived th.
a short time.
lm
Hot Gun was a genius. He was governm.
it.
aa Indian tlnkerer of great fame. without
e.
allotu
It was said that he could make any-re- but
and nelih
i
thing. His Inventive genius was
markable.
He was a philosopher, knew or c
carpenter, blacksmith, fiddler, clock-anek- house is a
worker In metala and a maker windows.
f medicines. Out of scraps of Iron Ing down to
nd wood., old wire springs and there Is a pa
small wheel that he had collected deep In the ao
This spring i
be set to work and made a clock
that kept excellent time. It was a place for trav v
trail leading
crude affair, but it was faithful.
Hot Gun levied
In the early days when the govern-rnmeNear his old sons who campe
blacksmith.
work for the Indiana when they this spring. Whei
sent field parties t
needed any, Hot Gun was the
old appraise the land th
blacksmith. Near
tiome there stands the same old this spring. Hot Gi
blacksmith shop, and until he died he levy tribute upon t.
worked when ao inclined in hbt old the government men
to pay he threatem
hop.
Among the Nnake Indians, to which their camp with taran

PHILOSOPHER OF
CREEK TRIBE

tlesnukes, using his power as a med
icine man to call them forth.
Hut Hot Gun was up against civilization this time and he had to let
the camp remain without getting
Ms UHual tribute. That was one of
the blttereat experiences of his life
for he hated the government and
Its policy of allotting lands to the
Indians.
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DAILY SHORT STORIES
Itlse. aiul Ka.y Fulling of Cattle
you: or, "KftTyriing Has a End,
I'ntl a Kiiwgo llaa Two."

Ifc-- r

Ily I W. SoJioffer.
a
"Yust now I haf receptloned
despootch, Adolf, vich makea der
dot your olt frent Chorge
M. Cuttleyou Iss from der cabinet a
quittings going to make becose der
brenldend hass him a push gifen.
VotT

"Veil, Osgar, I wass sorrowfully
to listen to der newa dot Chorge B.
Cuttleyou wuss handet dot Bkiddo

number mlt der klnt asslstlngs of der
bresldend. Vot a pitlfulness to see a
strong man mlt no baggetch but a

t.
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Look

for this

86c

the full uame.
signature on every box.
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To figure on that bill or lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mill located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look into thl.
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GRANDE LUMShH

Phone 8.

GO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

Convenience - Comfort - Security
telephone make
Th
duties lighter, th care
and the worries fewer.

d.

telephone
preserve
Th
your health, prolongs your life
and protect your home.
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YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

t. PATTERSON

W.
Lri'vesr'-vIll-ti-

and Boarding 8table

-

West SUtct Avenue.
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Telephone
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Albuquerque

Foundry and Machine Works
. HALL,
IT.
rprftoe
Castings; Ore, Coal

Iron and Brass
ings, Pulley, Grade

MAY LEAD TO CANCER

and Lumber Car; ShaftColumn
and Iron

Bar. Babbit Metal;

Front

for Building.
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There is no difference, at first, in the appearance of a cancerous and I
conruon ulcer, and for this reason every sore that is obstinate or slow in
healing should excite suspicion, for the sore is nothing more than the external evidence of a polluted blood, and if allowed to remain may degenerate
into Cancer. E (Torts to heal the ulcer bv means of salves, plasters and othet
external remedies always result in failure, because such treatment can have
no possible effect on the blood, where the ceamy germs anu morDia mauei
form, and are carried through the circulation to the place. No sore or ulcei
can exist without a medisoosine internal cause, and the open, discharging
ulcer or festering ol sore will continue to eat deeper into the surrounding
circulation discharges it inirrurt
flesh as lon' as a oolluted.
of the trouble, antt drfre
itics into it. S. S. S. goes to the fountain-heapoisons and morbid impurities which keep thr
out the
nicer open, i nen as t:ns ncn, punucu oukjc
goes to the diseased place the healing begins,
all discharge ceases, the inflammation grad
uauy leaves, new tissue auu ucnujr unu
are formed, and soon the sore is permaA tJfSJ

a bale of hay
out of der rear exit of der
1
partment Into, der mercl
of Vull, streeti wich Jssa
d
for
him.
d
'
der latestleap of dot
ball, Chorge B. Cuttle-y- ,
bedder put nettings
house or der next
dose directions, yes.
felt sole sllbbers und
back drough der
to der life of
PURELY VEGETABLE
ou. FaJrst we see
roots and herbs of a healing, cleansing
Jng short arm renature, and unlike 'mineral medicines,
tches of der long-ler- e which often do great damage to the delicate parts of the system, S. S. S.
Chorge real-U- s tones up every p.irt of tiie body. Book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical
alienee,
advice ieirt Uee.
THE swiFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
ball la
der

n der sire of

"Bromo Qmnino'

GIVE US A CHANCE

OBSTINATE ULCERS

gov-rnme- nt

la Only Ono

to Grofer Clifflant. Iss. der vlser ef Roozevelt vlll only
stenography
Chorge kips constantly on his Up a kip his mout shet, vich iss impossible.
fefer blister so he can'd smile at der Hi ease, dere Us 6 rents postech due
long vorts ouitt of der ensllkonedlum. on diss packetch of Svlss cheese.'
"Up to diss dime der Cuttleyou
Id ins goot.
cofered on him. Id wass nod so lartch
"Again der ball rolls und a repub-llckas der Taft oom, but yet toroughly
comes up unter domesticated
number
Wo Roozevelt
turned
Chorge. President McKinley Iss iwd him ould In der pittlless vlnter night
Chorge
Chorge.
meet
to
surbrlsed
mlt hU boom clasped to his bosom
hass said noddings to der contrary.
und novere to vent but Vail street."
"Vot lss der answer, Adolf?"
"Anodder chump for dot llddle
"Diss Bhoult teach us to kip vot
ball.
Roodlevelt comes In und flnts
a pale, studiously looking geezer mlt we half unter our hat until our hat
lead gets too small for us."
pompadour
hair sharbenlng
pencils. Id Lss Chorge. But vot of id?
Why Colds Are Darureron.
Chorge lss a piece of furnadjure.
If you would be Immune from diUere Us only von vort from Chorge, sease,
keep the system healthy. Eadh
und dat Iss mum. Roozevelt iss de- successive
weakens the constilightedly. So he lets bresldentlal tution and cold
renders infectious disease!
boom vass no lartcher dan a wen. more liable.
Chamberlain's Cough
Bud now It began to grow, like der Remedy will cure your cold prompt
campaigning fund. Haling become ly and restore the system to Its norused to lartch sums of money, dey mal condition. For sale by All Druglet Chorge be segretary of der treas- gist.
ury. Und still der boom grew. But
Pal Pinto Wells Miners' Water
efery ding hass a end und a sissage
and prevents constipation. Ask
hass two. Von day der reason for cures
der Cuttleyou sllenea wass dlscofer-e- your grocer for It.
Id came like a dunderclap mlt
A Higher Health level.
ear miffles on. Chorge wass salrched
"I have reached a higher health
grown
boom
bresldentlal
a
full
und
level since I began using Dr. King's
wnsa dis. Chorge be der secretary of New Life Pills," writes Jacob Springcommerce und labor, a bositlon vlch er, of West Franklin. Maine. "They
During
der silence keep my stomach, liver and bowel
sis noiseless.
working Just right."
If these pill
Chorge turns ofer into der number dUappoInt
you on trial, money will
vich Is boastmaster cheneral.
25c.
be refunded at All Dealers.
u
"Von ilsiy I missed Chorge. Some- pody eUe brought by mall. Id wass
If you want anything on earth, you
a nupsltoot letter carrier. "Vere iss can get it through the want column
Chorge? I asked mlt tugging ad f The Evening Cltlsen. We get re- my heart. 'Sh-h-said der mall UiU.
mans, "he hass vent mlt his gum
Take DeWltf Kidney and Bladder
shoes to New York. He Iss der cam Pills.
They promptly relieve backpaigning segretary. He gets dose ache and weak bci- - Sold by J. H.
von
contributlngs,
but no
Vail street
O'Rlelly Co.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, 61as

Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing
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LIST FREE.
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JAPAN MENACED REDWOODS
F

1

MANY

SIDES

EVENING

IS UNITED

FOR RHEUMATISM

CITIZEN.

STATES

SCIENTIFIC

NOW EASILY

TO PROTECT

Gross Kelly & Co,

STJY

OVERCOM E- -

WARDS

(Incorporated)

English Statesmen Do Not See Owner Deeds Large Tract Give Home Recipe to Relieve Federal and State Laws
Near San Francisco for
Clash In Oklahoma Over
This Dread American
How Nippon Can Avoid Clash
Question of Piping Gas.
National Monument.
Disease.
with Several Nations.
London, Jan. 22. Japan l. getting Into deeper water dally. English
statesmen are not trying to conceal
the fact. In private conversation,
that they do not see how she is going
to get out.
Perhaps no government was ever
menaced from no many o'.des at once
by really formidable antagonists.
Internally, the country's financial
condition is something the like of
which haa never been seen before.
There is not exactly a, panic, because
every one already was ao poor that
there aa nothing they could fear in
the way of additional loss.
In Its foreign relations, Nippon is
ot: bad terms with the United States,
is naturally hated by Russia, is alienating Knghind as fast as possible,
and now seems to be on the verge of
a positive physical clash with China.
The Chinese see as well as anyone
else that the Mikado is In no position
to fight, and think the opportunity
a good one to Insist upon consideration concerning many mimi&l difference of opinion, in which China
would have been sure to yield a few
years ago. If the matter of the
Railroad fails to start trouble, it appears certain that the Middle Island controversy will. KnglanJ
will do all In its power, of course, to
prevent fighting between her ully and
the Chinese. Her own capital Is at
once heavily Interested in the railroad project, however, and the strong
est pressure is sure to be brought on
Downing street to give the Chinese
at least a free hand.
iKxcept that he enjoys seeing the
Mikado In any kind of difficulty, the
Czar has no interest In the railroad
He has a direct Interest,
dispute.
however. In the Middle Island tangle.
The district is too near Russian terri
tory to be pleasant, for one thing,
and Its stragetic value in the defense
of Vladivostok is great.
The Chinese insist that the territory, a tract 270 mites long by 50
to 7j miles wide, has long belonged
to them.
professing that is
The- Japanese,
was Korea's and passed to the Mikado with the latter country, are steadily strengthening It, setting 'boundary
stones and pushing the Chinese
across the border as fast as they can.
LRuxsia is said to have conveyed to
the Chinese court, through Indirect
channels, assurances that the Czar's
'Influence may be counted on In re
sisting these aggressions, and the ex
change of an ultimatum between the
Islanders and the Celestial Kingdom
would give ne surprise at any time.
The placing by China in Paris yesterday for a hurry-u- p
order for
quick firing guns, continues to cause
though
it may
gossip,
a good deal of
oe the arms are wanted for police
purposes alone.
In England the opinion Is steadily
growing that thelslandera are soon
going to prove highly undesirable allies.
The press Is quite outspoken
In saying so. Not only has there been
much official dissatisfaction with the
Mikado's attitude In recent International negotiations, but it is felt that
Japan's attitude toward England is
becoming almost openly unfriendly
and defiant.
Ileln-Min-T-
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Make Secret Preparation to Klevate
Alrx.
When Mrs.
Eddy Die.
Ktot-Mo-

n

New York, Jan.

22.

Secret

arations are being made

prep-

to elevate

Mrs. Augustus Stetson of this city to
the supreme leadership of the Christ-

ian Science church. The prime movin the scheme are convinced that
the venerable Mrs. Mary Baker O.
Kddy is close to death.
Opposed to Stetsonltes are leading
Scientists who
know th,it the advancement of Mrs. Wetson would be
more Mtter to Mrs. Eddy than death
itself.
Itoth factions are working desperately to make Influential recruits.
Friends of the aged founder of the
make
startling accusations
faith
against the Stetsoniffts, one of them
being that they are more or less responsible for the death of Mrs.Par-meli- a
Leonard, head of the Christian
Science organization In Brooklyn and
Mrs. Eddy's closest friend and confidant. Mrs. Leonard was the woman who, it is alleged, at times Impersonated Mrs. Eddy In the daily exhibition drives through the "streets
of Concord. Her real home was Mrs.
Eddy's residence,
View.
Pleasant
Hi r trunk. and personal effects are
said to he still there, and her aged
fiit-tii- l
i
being kept in Ignorance of
her death.
It was upon Mrs. Leonard that the
enfeeliN d head of the Christian
Science church depended for protection against the Stetsonites. Almost
every Inmate of Pleasant View, It is
declared, was a secret agent in the
employ .if the Stetson leaders.
Mrs. Leonard's death Is charged to
"M. A. M ," the
malicious animal
magnetism which figures so promiIn
writings
nently
of Mrs. Eddy.
the
A it hough the w oman's death was due
to diabetes, for which she was
treated by a regular physiare circucian, the
lating charges that "M. A. M." killed
her.
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Washington. D. C, Jan. 2 2. One
of the most public spirited gifts ever
made to the government has come
from William Kent, of Chicago, who
has Just deeded to the United States
ilHa acres of primeval redwood forest
un the southern slope of Mt. Tamal-faiabout six miles from the city of
San Francisco. The land was deeded
to the government with the approval
of Forester Clifford Pinchot, chief of
the I'nlted States forest service. The
pi P rs have now gone to the secretary of the Interior and a proclamation declaring the canyon a national
monument will be signed at an early
uate.
This meins that more of California's redwood giants will be saved
fo" the scientific study and pleasure
the whole country, in fact the
whole world, for the great sequoias
ntv , onij; found In the Oolde,, State.
Thl.-- grove given to the government
by Mr. Kent is one of the only tracts
of redwood forests to be found In its
natuial state in California today. The
land Is sahl to hnP cost Mr. Kent
H7,(ir.O some years uro but Its stand
of red vood timber u'.oiie Is now
at more thai- $:t0, noil on the
market.
The canyons of Tamalpais, which
dram it.to San i"t Piu r co bay, were
cut clean years ago and the redwood
obtaiied front them went Into the
construction of the old San Francisco. The giants on the tract to be
known as Mulr Woods, escaped the
axe however, chiefly
because the
outlet Is on the ocean side Instead of
the bay
and also because the
various owners of the land have for
sentimental reasons Jealously guarded
the timber from harm or destruction.
Modern methods of logging would
make short work of the timber and
would besides, put a handsome profit
In the hands of the owners.
It Is the Intention to name the
national monument "Mulr Woods,"
after John Mulr, the noted naturalist.
The giants1 of Redwood canyon will
now' be given permanent protection
by virtue of the act of June 8, 1906,
which provides that objects of scientific Interest may be declared national monuments if such action is deemed necessary for their preservation
and protection. This 295 acre tract
will be a pleasure ground as well as
a place for scientific study for the
leople practically of the whole of
California, for within a radius of 62
miles on the canyon
of
the population of the entire state are
centered.
The chief reason for the permanent protection of the land by the
government Is that there Is no other
redwood grove In the whole- world
more accessible to so many people.
The canyon Is in absolutely primeval
condition, not so much as scratched
by the hands of man. It lies within
an hour's ride of San Francisco, at
the very doors of hundreds of thousands of people-Slong as the land remains
In
private ownership there Is always
danger that the trees will be attacked, and Mr. Kent feared this, but as
a national monument they will be
safe for ail times. There are, of
course, many finer stands of redwood
In California, but there are no typical
groves owned by the I'nlted States
nor are there any which might be acquired by the government except at
great expense.
Originally this land was part of
the old Spanish grant, "Itancho
Mr. Kent purchased the land
Rome years ago for a sum said to
b
about $47,000. To Insure the
preservation of the redwoods for the
instruction and enjoyment of all the
people for the years to come, he has
now deeded the tract to the United
States as a gift. The largest redwoods
are eighteen feet In diameter at the
outt and will approach three hun-ore- d
feet in height, rising with per-fvtstraight and clenn stems.
.
nne of the big trees have been cut,
age
their
is of course somewhat problems i al, but It Is safe to say that
the veterans have stood from one
thousand to fifteen hundred years.
The total stand of redwood, roughly estimated, is about 3o million feet,
with some five million fee.t
of
fit,
very
a
and
considerable
amount of tan bark oak. They red- wood alone, at a fair valuation, has
a market value of
1150.000
as ft
s'mids. Except for a narrow strip
of brush along the
border and a
fringe along the southwtst lino, the j
canyon
Is covered wi'h a dense
whole
I'.iii'.st growth.
The stand is heivlest j
along the creek and on the lower
slopes, becoming poorer above, lted- wood Is the dominating tree, tower- In 4 hl?h above everything
else and
s
fully
of the
a hole forest.
Douglas fir is next in
importance, and scattered over the
entile tract are all the various hard- woods common to the region, chief
among which are the numerous oaks.
madrono, alder, maple and motinMin
laurel, all of which f irm a kind of
dwarf underwood to the lofty red- wood and fir.
The redwood occurs '
both In big and small groups and by
single trees, while the other species
are sprinkled throughout.
The destruction of relwood
by
lumbering has been so rapid In the
last deead-- that It is now only a
question of years when the original
growth will have wholly disappeared
Its extraordinary scientific and
educational value, along with the
fict that it is a pleasure ground for
all of the people who live or visit this
part of California, makes the wood
an ideal national monument.
val-IH-- .1
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Washington, Jan. 22. War has
delion treatment." which Is claimed
roken out between the Federal Govto be relieving nearly every sufferer ernment and Oklahoma,
The con
who uses It for backache,
kidney flict grows out of the passage ot a
complaint, sore weak bladder and law by the Oklahoma legislature prerheumatism; get from any good pres- venting the piping of gas out of that
one-haet Iptlon pharmacy
ounce state.
The government
contends
Kargnn and three that Buch a law interfered with the
Fluid Extract
ouiiccs Compound Syrup of Sarsa- - right of the Indians who have gas to
parllla. Shake well In a bottle and ' sell and. who are wards of the gov
take In teaspoonful doses after each ernment. The state courts have tak
and again at bedtime.
en steps to enforce the state law; the
Those who have tried it claim that federal courts will be asked by the
it acts gently but thoroughly on the government to annul the state law
kidneys, relieving backache and blad- and protect the rights of the Indians
der trouble nnd urinary difficulties as guaranteed them by the federal
almost Instantly. Many cases of rheu- constitution.
The brush of troops
matism are known to have been re- will come when tha courts Issue conlieved within a few days, the pain flicting orders and the s ate tries to
and swelling diminishing with each uphold the order of the state courts.
dose.
Secretary Garfield of the Interior
"A well known local druggist, who
Department has kept the wires hot
is in a position to know, asserts that between here and Muskogee, giving
bethis prescription, wherever
it
Instructions to 'hi a field assistant,
comes known, always ruins the sale Judge Thomas Kyn and Inspector
of the numerous
patent
medicine J. George Wright.
rheumatism cures, kidney cures, etc.
It seems thai the state courts by
It Is a recipe which the majority of Injunction have already closed down
patent medicine manufacturers, and two pipe lines which carry gas from
even certain physicians dislike to see Oklahoma to the factories in southpublished. Few cases. Indeed, which ern Kansas. The lines were built bew 11 fail to fully yield to Its peculiarly fore Oklahoma ontne Into
ai'atehood.
soothing and healing Influence.
and under a permit from the federal
government. The concerns have
to the government for proRAILROAD TIE
tection and for Oklahoma gas under
the original permit, which they claim
them vested rights.
BUSINESS INCREASES gives
The government
will champion
their cause, but on entirely different
grounds, however. It Is the guardian
More Than 100,000,000 Tics Were I's-- 1 of the Indians
who have gas to sell.
During lftOtt --Government
There Is no market In Oklahoma for
Mxnv
Heavy
Statistic
Cull
the gas. The Indians have a right to
On Forewt.
market their gas. Therefore, as their
guardian, the government
will In
Washington.
Jan. 22. More than sist on marketing the gas in another
100,000,000 ties were used In railroad state, regardless of the Oklahoma
construction and renewals during the: state law to the contrary.
Wright and Kyan representing the
year 1906, according to a circular is- sued under the Joint auspices of the government, will bring some sort of
Forest Service and Census Bureau a suit in the federal court of eastern
of the government. The figures show-tha- t Oklahoma to annuk the state law.
approximately three-fourtof It may be a proceeding to enjoin the
the ties were hewed and the others state offlcrs from enforcing Injuncsawed, while the average price paid tions of the state courts, or a suit
against the state direct. The exact
per tie was 48 cents.
Forty-fou- r
per cent of the total nature of the proceedings Is left to
number used was oak. Southern pine, the government officials at Musko
second. Douglas gee. But they are instructed to take
ranked
fir and cedar came next, with about action immediately.
Oklahoma's Idea in passing the law
each. Chestnut, cypress.
Western pine, tamarack, hemlock was to keep her gas at home. She
and redwood all were used, but no want to bring factories into the state
one of them furnished more than an instead of letting the gas be piped
to factories in other states. It Is
unimportant fraction of the whole.
that our officials will back
Onk and Southern pine also stood certain
highest Jn point of price. Their av- up the law to the last ditch. The
erage price was 51 cents a tie. The old question of state rights Is involvprices of other woods ranged down ed.
to 28 cents for hemlock, the cheapNOTICE IXMl I'CDLIOATTOX,
est.
About 10 per cent of the ties were Department of the Interior, Land oftreated with preservatives, either befice at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17,
fore they were purchased or at the
1908.
treating; plants of the railroad comis hereby given that Juan
Notice
panies. At least 10 companies ar Hilarlo Lopez, of Cubero,
N. M, has
operating their own plants for the filed notice of his
intention to make
preservation of construction mater- final five-yeproof In auport of his
ial.
claim, viz:
Entry No.
With nearly 300,000 miles of rail- 8308, made Homeaiead
April 17, 1901, for the
road track, and approximately 2800 E
84, Township 11
ties to the mile, there are more than N., Range s Section
W., and that said proof
800,000,000 ties in constant use. Cewill be made before George II. Pratt,
dar ties last about 11 years, cypress 10 years and redwood 9 years. IT. S. Commlsslener, at Laguna, N.
M., on March 16. 1808.
These woods, however, lack the denames the following witnesses
sired weight and hardness.
Ties to He
prove his continuous
residence
treated with preservatives
can be upon,
and cultivation of, the land,
made to last 15 years.
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Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers
Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

Gross Kelly & Co.
(Incorporated)

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF

THE BANK OF MAGDALENA
MAGDALEN A. N. MEX.
At the close of business on January 6, 1908.
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RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts secured.
Banking House and R. K.
Furniture and Fixtures.

..... .

1,817.65
210.00

Exchange, etc., on hand
Cash in Banks

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,

John Becker,
M. W. Flournoy,
Solomon I.una, Directors.

At the Right Time
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Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
You would no longer be without one.
INo smoke
no smell
this is the
Pirfiction maxim. Because the smokeless
device
smokeless vou can have
direct, alowinn heat from evrrv mine
. . .
nurass .
ol oil
lont holds 1 quarts
lJ
burns
hours. An ornament any.
whpre iini,tieit in i.inan ami nirLpI
Every heater warranted.

Y

A

..r

'

'

V

Lamp :",

I

I

Albany, X. Y., Jan. 22. The pad-itiof Sliii? Sing pr liiii, known anil
.IreaJfj by criminals all over the
lunil, Is furtnliadow ed in tho report
f tho state prlH'in ruuimi..ii'JH, made
public today. It is reported to be
unsuultary and he statement is madu
as been
Miat the wpecla
omrr
prls- appointed to
nmlH-weon to take Ilh
ut

hIoii ha wlec-- t
i f
tin- - II
Niink

Island. The
proved by the

Iona

a

i

Htf:

"
brit-pjptr it gives
liial. ttaiy tight. Equipped with tin Ulnl improved central dxk
kimer. Midc l Wui, nickel pitted. Every Ump wtrraatcd.
Write ur Bearcat agency lor deacriptiva circular il you doa I tod
& Pcriccuos Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp at your dealer's.

OIL, CO.
CONTINENTAL
I Incorporated)

ap-8ta- te

i

eomnils.sion
of about

I

The R&STO

Institution Dreaded by
Criminals Everywhere Is
Unsanitary.

Old

MU

137.79

$124,454.21

)

Attest.

In the Right Place

J if toft

g,

County of Socorro.
I, J. S. Mactavish, cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
J. S. MACTAVISH, Cashier.

SING SING

PERFECTION

2,035.95
60,451.47
29,829,02

9,902.65
$124,454.21

HEAT
N

$ 30,000.00

10,620 3
30.046. 4 $

IHE PASSING OF

By

Capital
Undivided Profits
Deposits Subject to Check
Time Deposits
Sundry Persons

$7,875 00

Gold

Jose Abelta, Victorlno Montano,
Our shirt and collar work ! per- Gorgonlo
Fifueroa, M. T. Otero, all
fect.
Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" Is
the proper thing. We lead others of Cubero, N. M.
follow.
MANL'EL It. OTERO,
Register.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

knew how easy it is to carry from
room to room and how much
cheery comfort you can have with a

66,790.72
451.64
4,232.82
2,409.58

Cash on Hand:

Currency
Silver

via:

Thai's it where you wanl it when
you want it and i( you only

LIABILITIES
$

ar

'

three-fourth-

Wholesale

To make up enough of the "Dan-

of
ac
lanj lake, whlc
supply of the

expected that
made In the co
prison thla yea
The report i.l
tate almost t
for a woman
provide for the
prison. In th
men the daily
for each prlsoin
In the women'
!

nslsU
litrh- -

A'ater

It
11

Is

be

ne w

the
cure
es to

s

ill I'H

for
lanre
vhllu
rn It

i

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of
January, 1908.
OSCAR REDEMANN, Notary Public.
was 67.8 cents. Another Interesting
feature of the report la that tho etate
prisons
In
last
October
held
a rather larger number of prisoners
than at any time within ten yearn,
with two exceptions. The total number was 12,277.
Many prison boards have recommended changes at the Sing Sing penitentiary and several times It has
been suggested that the best way to
cure the many evils of the Institution
would be to tear It all down and
build it anew.
The prison proper was built In
1826 by a wjuaj of convicts gent from
Auburn prison. There was then no
wall around the place, but the prison was built solidly from stone quarried on the place. Many additions
have been made, new buildings have
been constructed, s olid walls surround the structures, and yet all the
stone useu nas been quarried on tn.'
place by the convicts and the buildings themselves have been reared by
the same kind of labor. These Improvements have been constantly going forward.
In this work, flr.st there have been
constructed whut are called the new
buildings.
administration
These
buildings, built entirely by convicts
from plans drawn by a prisoner, contain the great chapels, one for Catholics and the other fir Protestant
convicts; the enormous
mess hall,
kitchen, bake shop, tobacco factory,
art school, store housej for grain,
bath rooms, laundry, pharmacy, and
tho must complete prison .hospital
In the world.
The old dilapidated
walls nnd guard towers were replaced by new and massive ones, and the
office extension, a fine building adjoining (he office of the warden, recently has been completed.
The
election nf these new structures were
made possible more particularly after 1S7, when the amendment to
the constlutlon of the state went Into
effect affecting contract labor, and
all the Industries in the prison were
necessarily discontinued.

SVIT WITH IiONd CO.VT.

Here is shown a little suit wlUx
pleated kirt and long, sheath, coat.
The fabric is military blue worsted
with deeper biue lines crossing. The
collar and Msfrs are made of deep
blue velvet and tan clut'i.
Tile Oircd In 6 to 1 1 ray.
I'AZl) OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching. blind,
bleeding or protruding piles In
to
H days or money refunded. (0 cents.
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A VACATION AND REST
THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR
difference what has brought
Mexico healtfi. recreation,
By

J .INVAR Y,

IE

F. H. STRONG
STRONG

you to New

No

sport or observation you will like The Valley Ranch, at Pecos, N. M. Everybody does, and the reasons
obvious.
There you find typical ranch life
with the privations cut out.
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
Mexico.
They
shoot, fish, trap, or Just simply loaf, nnd no one will bother you.
the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New
have everything you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
Most picturesque scenery,
roads and paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
WILLIAM F. BROGAN beautiful
S. STKICKLER
cabins or houses, fine board and last arid best of all, a Jolly good crowd
ladles and gentlemen.
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDKNT
AM) YOU CAN'T SPKNR MtHlM THAN NINE 1KI,T,ARS A AVF.KK.
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
Ranch, Pecos, N. M.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

t'tittLISHED DAILY AMD WEEKLY
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Month by mall
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sownd-cla-
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A "riUNCKSS"
is the swellest thing you can put In a bedroom with your bra
bed. Why? Because it' convenient and at the same time artistic,
yet our price for It is far from prohibitive if your Income kt beyond that of a day laborer's. Will you see it? Admteslon fee nil.

$5.00

advance

rarrlrv within

bv

FURNITURE, RUGS

nit

T

W

limit

in New Mexico and tho best

BMtliiini of tlie Soutliweat.

TILE AIJU'QI ERQ03 CITIZEN IS:
The leading Hrvulillcnn ilnlly nml weekly nrwpapor of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principle ami the "Square Real."
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THK NEWS FIRST."

"STATEHOOD FOR
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other food deteriorates so
rapidly a the Oyster. Its habitat Is
coolness and
It requli-cthe
ultsxdute freedom from exposure to
the n Ir In order to retain Its delicate
llnvor and Its wholesoiiicneHa. SKA
OYSTIjIS are brought direct to us from the clioU-cs- t
beds of
America. Tliey are shiickod Into
porcelain canes, senhil nnd packed In
Ice, which never comes In contact
ulili tlio oysters. '11 io use of the
n
SenNlilpt carrier
the secret, of
their iniierlorlty.

MEXICO"

Farming

if

1

The humane anil etical features of politics are aptly pet forth in an
Mr. Tutt
by J. C. Tutt, In the St. Ixiuis
Globe-Democr-

your attention
"Pial,y dsir.t0
our large line of Walking
Plows, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivators- Hav
Presses, the Improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and'most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
adapted for Alfalfa Fields. Studebakcr
kind
worth buying or having. REPAIRS: We can ycSwleto stock
of
repairs for our line of goods.

DEoES:
and Sulky

In-

In

In the analysis of politics we find that It has along with its scientific
governmental features humane and ethical or moral aspects, and these are
quite a conspicuous and important as what Is strictly and abstractly political.
The question as to what politics does for the Individual is no less vital
Interesting
than that as to what it does for the aggregated population
and
It is this personal feature
embraced in the vast plan of the government.
All
that makes It in this country a matter of profound Import to every man. may
It
here are polUclans because in politics la their individual destiny.
Mold men down to the low levels of mediocrity and indifference or lift them
It all depends on our interop to where ambition Is roused and gratified.
political.
things
of
pretation and administration
however, with all their
The humane and moral elements of our politics,
are largely slighted in the
weight of interest and sympathetic qualifies lion,captivating
and proline subwhirl of discussion for what fs esteemed more
Individual and
ject
Yet the sentiment, the romance, the poetty of both
In all the variety atNational existence are in this phase of political life
point Is that Involving
tainable for the treatment ofl a subject, the strongest
from these that spring revolution or. the on.
It
attributes.
their wonderful poha!t and on the other immutability. And In view ofmore
pronounced and
made
not
are
they
tentiality It seems a little odd that
our activities have. their
political campaigns.
ttofllar In the debates ofthese
so far outweigh other points of Intere. that
o attraction, and
way an overbalance in the.r
ttaev give to whatever movement Is under
equal-rpol- ..
we hear so little about the beneilcent element of
Vnd wmuch about its opposite manifestation, the inordinate
The one overshadows the other.
umulatlon of wealth.
1UC1I UN I) Kit

SEAHCHIJUirr.

on the wealth of
Circumstances of late have combined to fix attention
in every possible
put
been
man
has
rich
The
Individuals.
poratlona and
every
conceivable
from
him
at
looked
have
We
,tude for observation.
by the same senti-n- t.
: ndpolnt. . To the more liberal minded he is animatedgo
insane at sight of
and sympathies that are In u. and to those who
of monsters
monstrous
most
the
is
he
,
possession
fellow's
3es in mother
course, nor does the
his
from
turned
not
notice.-iwe
man,
the rich
Everybody wants the price;
rid lose Its longing to follow in hi, footsteps.
of this universal "mb'tlon
because
exception;
and
no
Is
hi. aentlment there is given extraordinary prominence.
But there are
great wealth
And It is
another
in this country besides the moneyed autocrats.
cond"onrof the men of moderate means and of little or no means at
politics.
, all that bring out the best and greatest features of our
'
political achievement are made
It la here that the humane powers byin unexampled
opportunities offered
If fortunes have been made
manifest
grand
by the republican party, these fortunes are but the evidences of the
T hey are
well In the tide of advancement or promotion all along the line.
of the energies and surroundings or
In a aense quite as much the expression
men who coined them. They serve to ex- -'
th people as of the genius of the politics
of this country that whil the rich
pom, too. the fallacy touching the
We see an exposition in contradiction of
grow richer the poor get poorer.
feed and
The progression of the practical producers, the men who
this.
eloike the world, embracing both the skilled and unskilled classes, keeps pace
And people dead to
and enterprise.
with
promptings ot TmbUlon fook out upon a scene of activity that is inviting
'
and promising.
ETHICAL FBATTRES OF 1'OMTKS.
The republican
These are the humane and ethical features of politics.
party took the rein of government when slavery and a declining tariff scale
ware the dominant political powers. What chance had men who earn their
None
aread by talent and the sweat of the brow against that combination? greatest
They were between and being crushed by two of the
"Whatever.
oppressive forces that labor caii encounter. On the one hand was the production of the American slave and on the other that of the poorly paidpeo-or
To this barren and penurious condition the
panper claasea of Europe.
ple who work for a living In this country were brought by the democratic
party. It la doubtful if what we term, labor In the abstract and typical
And this at the hands of the' party of
"Sena ever suffered such humiliation.
qoal righU for all and special privileges for none! There was not much
It was cruel and
fcumaneneM and morality about that kind of politics.
.

s

g.

'republican party has abolished slavery and forbidden the equality
ravenous forces that
competition. In this way It choked off the every
if foreign
... it..
one a chance to
neonle and cave
h
This was the godsend that the people waited for
Work out his salvation.
they turned it to account and made the moat
and anticipated, and how well
The men who make Up the great
It we of today have been eyewitnesses.
t
and
voting population have produced the enormous wealth of the country,
reasonable and Observable.
they possess a goodly part of It. This isso both we
The
see that it is so.
and
It should not be
There la no reason whyopportunity
usually goes with the sagacity that apperception that grasps
While the American people have shown
propriate and preserve results.
they have also manifested In a remarkthemelvea prodigies In enterprise,
They have the substantia ev
able degree the consrvatlv or saving powers.
able degree the conservative or saving powers. They have the substantial
of their genius and exertion.
AMERICA THK OXK KXCKITIOV
The people aa here employed have simply the liberality of scope that embraces the class of which the great bulk of the population is composed. Surpassing them In the matter of accumulation are the men who have amassed
with
large fortunes, and beneath them. In like lespeit. are those acquainted everythe pinches of poverty. These three classes exist In all countries, and
where except In the United States the lines that define them are as fixed and
Ineradicable aa the form of government under which they live and give allegunih
That the American republic is an exception to this
iance to.
versal and brutal rule is owing to the humane and moral elements of Its
no nhwcurltv Into which the renublicau party has
miitii-Thra hu
not thrown the light of advancement. It has enricted and enforced laws
both national and International in effect, that are productive of equality
Aad on that superlative principle all pure constitutional or popular govern'
miint rHtM
Without It. indeed, there N no
iKquallty is ethics In the highest sense.
.
,1
nr.... muv
, . .r, ihd
n..n .1 w.l.
... riro.lliU..
...... .. . MUMlitW.u ill rifort)f
ur rtr .I,
tin iuii.
truB iiioraiiiy
iuu
HiyArlminaiimi
.Pruliubtv nothlne else Is the mind or heart so quick to
delect as favoritism. The reason Is that nothing galls like slight. It cms to
From (lis
we risk life to resent It.
the uuick. So humiliating Is It ...that .i....
...
T'V.
, ..ri
...1.1 .n ........
,
.......
r . In II.
iou
crimination springs aisiuroance, aim mui i..i .1...
only way to preserve and promote government by the people is to bring about
And this, of course, can only be
nil perpetuate equality of the people.
done by the exhibition of those benign aspects of politics that bring the des-U- u
a.. cnH iha
im a punnmin footine mi far us iirivileee
...ah
Heyond that the
That Is equality and that Is humaneness.
is concerned.
power of politics does not reach, nor does that of ethics or even of religion.
In each of these vast or infinite spheres of adion the ultimate aim is ihe
aeauucuon or uiscriunnuuon.
It used to be that when a cattlemen convention got together, the mem
they
how to divide tho public range. Nu
r m.nt ihe time in
engage in cussing the administration's public range policy.
-
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Implements!

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City

PoCitics
teresting article
part says:

B

No

THK AIJU'QTOKQrF CTTTZEN HAS:
f
The finest equipped Job department in New Mexico.
by Associated lre
ami Anillinry News Service.
The fating
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WE SELL FURNITURE
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nuilter at tlio PuMtoMce of Albuquerque, N. M.,
of March 3, 187V.
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warm friend of Mrs. Turner and was
one of the first persons notified of
the suicide. On receiving the sad
news, Mrs. Hudson had gone to Mr.
Ilryan to tell him. She was still at
ihe Bryan home when Turner drove
by with Mr. Moore.
Mrs. Turner spent several
hours
with Mrs. Hudson at the Hudson store
on North Second street
yesterday
while waiting for a car to carry her
to the court house where the trial
was In progress.
Mrs. Hudson said
that Mrs. Turner was deeply affected
by the evidence, which was brought
against her in the trial yesterday
nooning. She tola Mrs. Hudson that
she could not live if her little girl
was taken from her. The daughter
was really the bone of contention
In the suit.
Turner, who was the
defendant In the suit, sought the custody of the child ami apparently was
trying to show that his wife was not
the proper person to care for the
child with hopes of securing posses-

PEARL TURNER

ENDS

DIVORCE

BY

SUICIDE
(Coutinucd from Pace One..)
to
yesterday, is understood
been down cast and to have
over what she termed an atto injure her character.
t.
Cruelty and
In the complaint which her attorneys filed In the divorce case, Mrs.
Turner stated that cruelty and mm-- 1
support were the grounds upon which
she sought separation.
She alleged that Turner on one
occasion, struck her in the face with
his fist, knocked her down and beat
her until she was insensible.
The compTalnt further states that
the little girl, over whom the contest In the case came up, said "Papa,
you have killed mama," and that he
replied "I wish I had."
She alleged that Turner was "a
man having a very ugly disposition;
sullen and morose and possessed of
of a violent and at times, uncontrollable temper."
Turner Denies Allegation.
All this the defendant. In his an
swer denies. He made counter
charges against Mrs. Turner. He said
in his answer
that he may have
struck Mrs. Turner because for the
first time during hia married life, he
lost control of his temper, through
anger and exasperation ut her con
duct.
He charged that she was not a fit
person to have the custody of their
children.
The divorce proceedings however.
are now at an end and the bc'y of
the woman lies cold In death at the
home of her parents.
The face shows plainly, traces of
mental suffering and the lips a short
time after the .fatal shot was fired
this morning, were still tightly compressed. Dark rings were discerna-bl- e
beneath the closed eyelids.
The funeral arrangements have not
been made. They cannot be ascer
tained until Mrs. Mausard recovers
sufficiently from the shock to ex
press her desires In the matter. They
will probably be along the lines suggested by Mrs.
farewell
Turner'
note slmp'e and as private as

oourt
have
wept
tempt

Non-siippr-

sion of it.
iMrs. Turner itold Mrs. Hudson that
the evidence vur not true; that she
loved the little girl as her own life
and could ;hot Jie without her.
It Is believed that Mrs. Turner
thought of ending her life as early
as yesterday afternoon when she was
talking to Mrs. Hudson. Those who
saw her come Into the court room
it the ufternoon session of the trial.
that she was a changed woman.
'
Those living at the Mausard home
feared that she was losing her mind
and would do some Injury to herself
as early as yesterday and secreted
the only revolver kept In the house.
The gun that had been hidden from
her was the gun with which she kill
ed herself.

TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. .Louis, Jan. Ti. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 20ti
23, fine mediums laCy 21; fine 1 5 fii'
J 7c.

.

.

Chicago livestock.
Chicago, Jan. 23. Cattle receipts
Market steady to Hie lower.
S3.6ui 6.00; cows and heifers
3.30 4.00; cal
$1.50i4.60; Texan
w esterns
ves 15.00 'it 1. 00;
J a. 70 (ill
4.60; stocker and
feeders I2.60I&'
6.(i(Pl).
Hi eves

Sheep receipts 18.000. Market weak
Westerns $3.25)5.60 yearlings $3.00
a 5.80; lambs $5.25(7.20.

Kiuisns City iMYcMock.
Kansas City, Jan. 22. Cattle re
ceipts 9.000. Market slow and steady.
Ilushtuid (iricf Stricken.
steers $4.00 4.80; southern
The grief of the husband Is ap Southern
s $2.tS0 'v 3.76; stockers and feedparently as great as that of any of cow
$ 2.90 f(j) 4.00;
$3.40(4.85;
bull
Mrs. Turner's friends. When seen at er
$3.E0r-6.f0western steers
the home of his parents, 1302 West calves
Fruit avenuo where he has been mak- $4.00 5.00; western cows $3.00 a
ing his home since he and Mrs. Tur 4.50.
Sheep receipt 5000. Market strong
ner separated a year ugo last Sep$4.50 ill1 6.60; lambs $6.25(1
tember, he was too heart broken to Muttonrange
wether $4.75iU 6.00; fed
discuss the suicide. His eyes were 6.90;
red from weeping and
deep red ewe $4.25(6.00.
of emotion
blushe
mantled his
Onuilia. livestock.
cheeks.
Omaha. Jan. 22. Cattle receipt,
"It is a terrible blow to me," he 5500.
Market steady to 10c lower.
said, his lips twitching. "1 couldn't Wi
stern steers $3.25 tv 4. 7 0; Texan
believe that It was true at first. I
steers $3.0(lfi 4.15; cows and heifers
wculd rather not talk about it.
$ 1.50 'w 2.50;
"I received the first news as I was $1.751 3 75; canners
and feeders $2.80 $r 4.60 ;
going down tiwn about K:30 o'clock, stockers
stags
Mr. ltryan and Mrs. Hudson told me calves $3.00((i 6.00; bulls and
$2.25 W 4.00.
I was pasxing
Mr. llryan's house takheep receipts 4000. Market steady
ing my horse and buggy down to the
;
postoftlce,
who is Yearlings $5.35 r 6.0(1 wethers $5.00
Mr. Miller,
fo
5.40;
II
ewes $4.65U 5.00, lamb $6.50
subbing for me. You know. I haven't W
7.00.
been carrying mall since our trial wa
begun.
Moore, the attor
Mr.
TCO IMTR TO CLASSIFY.
ney, was with me."
It was at this time that Mr. Tur FOU RENT 3 nice modern rooms
iter complete! broke down. The tears
f ir light housekeeping. Apply 410
that he hud been suppressing while
.North Second.
talking wouli. hold back no longer.
n
His face twitched, his lips quivered
Our line of Hoys Seamless shoes
and he covered his face with his excels by fir in wear anything ofhole body shook w ith fered In this city at the same price.
hands. His
emotion.
Heavy calf uppers, strong soles, well
After heaii'ig the first news of the made, i to 13, $1.25; 1 to 2. $1.50:
f nil I le from Mr. Ilryan, w ho
had 24 to
$1.75
been told of the death by Mrs. Hud-fiC. MAY'S MIOi: STORK,
Mr. Turner went to the postof-tic- e
314 West Central Ave.

and after leaving his horse and
there, went to the office of his
attorney, Klock & Owen, In the new
ilr.int building, to ascertain the truth
of ihe story.
Heath.
A civil case ha
been pending In a Uos'.oli court for over a century and
Mrs.
A. Hudson, of the '. A.
Jia lust been settled. It is reasonable to presume that it will now take the
Hudson Hill Posting company,
for
parties to the suit another century in which to pay the attorneys.
whom Mrs. Turner had been working
previous to the divorce trial, was a
iChleugo mill ha the grippe and so lue everybody else. Sneeze!
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Alvnnulo.
Edna (J. Morgan, Oakland, Pal.:
J. A. Chapman and wife, Wa.xuha-chiTex.; L. Fir.t, New York; (5.
H. Leonard, Denver; Mrs. O. I). Hall.
Alameda, Cal.; Mrs. O. H. Clark. Alameda, Pal.; J. Hlack and wife, Al
ameda, Cal.; J. K. Crump, wife und
child, Stockton, Cal.; K. J. Stewart,
Stockton, Cal.; J.
wife and child.
Fraeher and wife. Nevada City, Cal.;
W. C. Sheldon, Sacramento, Cal.; It.
T, legge and wife, McCloud, Colo;
A. Juddel,
ansa City; I,. H. Rland,
Kansas Cley; F. M. Kraus. St. Louis;
W. W. Code, Hollywood, Cal.; F. F.
Richards. Denver; H. H. Cummings,
Salt Lake City; Mr. and Mrs. J. 11.
Lewis, San Francisco; J. I). Kennett,
Chicago; J. A. Blttell, Chicago; O,
and
KranU, Chlcngo; J. Crocker
wife, San Luco, Cal.; Miss K. Korn,
C. H. Wolfe. San
San Francisco;
Francisco; J. Filmer, San Francisco;
W. Richardson, Tonapah, Xev.; Miss
Carter, Ogden. Uiah; K. M. Courier,
Oakland, Cal.; Miss W. Burnham,
Folsom; A. Colver, Denver; L. C.
Hungerford, Kansas City; W. liuck.
San Francisco; Miss F. Marcus, Chicago; W. H. Marcus, Chicago; R. H.
Pegram, Kansas City; W. S. Day.
Carlsbad; W. Ford, Roswell; L. R.
Sylvester,
Rochester, N. Y.; A. F.
Korbet, San Francisco; Miss K. Kor-be- t,
San Francisco; Mis L. Korbet,
San Francisco; Miss C. Korbet, Sun
Francisco; D. Horn,
Horn Iirook,
Cal.; J. W. Anderson and wife, San
Francisco; Dr. O. S. Trelmmes, Pacific drove, Cal.; A. Jones and wife,
Oakland, Cal.; D. Coffin and wife,
San Francisco;
San
A. A. Kyle,
Mrs.
Francisco;
J. Strausberger;
San Francisco; Miss H. Lewis, San
Francisco;
San
Miss P. B. Lewis,
Francisco; J. H. Lewis. San Francisco; H. J. 'Forbes, San Francisco;
H. F. Schwartz, San Francisco; L.
Iye we k and wife,
Marysville, Cal.;
Mrs. Dora Combs, Marysville, Cal.
e,

St urges.
Rabcock and son. Kelly; Geo.
A. Venier. Denver; S. J. Nickles, Cincinnati; P. Jangles, Los Lunas; W.
W. Nichols, Helen; K. F. Hawes, Alamosa, Colo.; J. Blbo, Bernalillo; W.
Radcllffe, Helen; J. K. McOraffey,
Roswell; M. McDougal, Thoreau.
C. Rolnken. Helen; Mrs. U. Archi
bald, La Vegas; Miss Bertha Wil
son, Las Vegas; Mrs. H. L. Brown.
Greeley, Colo.

l.

Suvoy.
C. A.

Adam, El Paso. Tex.;

S. L.

Cohn. Los Angeles; Wm. Baker and
wife, Neligh, Nebr.; F. B. Carpenter,
Chennlte. Kas.; F. J. Cahill. Belen;
F. Shoemaker, New York; A. Relating, Roswell.
Oruiul Ceiurul.
H. Jones. Las Vegas; F. J.
Cochran, Raton; S. ti. Seymour,
L. P. Colax, Amarlllo, Tex.;
F. Helzler, La Vegas; J. Young. La
Vegas; T. K. Bayard, Ias Vegas; P.
Win.

Wll-lar-

d;

J. Griffin. Cleveland.

KI.KS RANI)
KVKMMi, JAXl'AKY
1.1KS.Y
22. IN THK KI.KS' ItAIJ. ROOM.
THK WHOM; RAM) WILL III'. IN
RANCH

RY THK

KYIDKNCK. ADMISSION
LAD1KS I'HKi;.

75 CKNTS

Albuquerque, N. M.
have two hundred acre of land
to break and level In the vicinity of
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Any one
desiring the contract to break or
level said land write or call on me
FRANK A. HUB BELL,
Office Xo. 124, Cor. Second and
Copper.
1

Hud

Ktoiniu-- h

Trouble

C.

HI.A-CIII.-

g,

Under One Management

AH

The Oxford Hotel
American Plan 216 North Second

$2.00 Per Day
Special Rates by the Week or Month
Centrally Located, Modern, Well Furnished.
Attractive and Convenient Place in the City.

Most

The Oxford Buffet
A la Carte

ServiceWith Oxford Hotel

Positively the Finest Imported and Domestic

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
That the Market Affords.

Buffet Lunch
SKILLED SERVICE

RATES REASONABLE

The Home Restaurant
Table de
Large,

Hote-2- 07

West Gold

Room, Prompt. Courteous Service,
Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

Well-Lighte-

d

Breakfast
Dinner

Supper
PATRONIZED

25c
35c
35c

Breakfast
Dinner

Supper

6 to 9
12 to 2

5:30 to 7:30

BV THE BEST PEOPLE OF THE CITY

The Myers Rooming House
904 South Third

Largest Rooming House in the City
Elaborately Finished Throughout, Thoroughly
Modern, Handsomely Furnished, Home-Lik- e
and Comfortable Rooms.

Rates Reasonable

Management of M. F. Myers

Cured.

berlain's Stomach and Liver
l't. They did me io much good
that I bought a bottle of them and
have used twelve bottle In all. Toof Knox Conservatory, (Jales-burl am well
of a bad stomach
., and pupil of Madame Hess day
Mrs. John Lowe.
Cooper,
Hurr, of Chicago, teacher of singing. trouble.
Maine. These tablets are for sal by
Address, 317 South Arno street.
All Druggist.
ST.

Wfioeaale and Retail

NOTICE.

Tab- -

MA1FJ.1K

GO.

ARRIVALS.

IIOTKLi

Having been sick for the past two
1RY,
Po you know wht thu means? If years with a bad stomach trouble,
not ask our driver to explain it to a friend gave me a dose of Cham
MISS

Write for Trices and Descriptive Catalogues.

:

ROUGH

you.

Quality the Best

i

MclNTOSHIHARDWARE
i

L. R.

10.

n,

Prices the Lowest

THORNTON, THE CLEANER.
Located at 121 North Third treet.
The only real s'.eam cleaning plant In
the sou h est. We are now better
prepared than eVer before to clean
anything that is cleanable. la clean
ing, pressing and repairing clothes.
w
take the front seat. All we ask

Is a trial.

All work guaran;ee!.
ond hand clothing bought
Goods called for and d
short notice. Phone 416
WANTED To lojui I
first class business pro
per cent. A. Monioya, 2
avenue.

jtec-

-

I.VXVAIIY,

ALBUQUEKQUE

22, 1W8.

EVENING

CITIZEN.
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REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

ridental Life Insurance Co,

IN ORDER TO REDUCE OUR LARGE STOCK OF

Of New Mexico and Arizona
s a home

industry.

:eeps the money at home and makes it available to

pro-:- al

enterprises.
rote more business the first year than was expected,
as paid all of its obligations.
an Old Line Legal Reserve Company,
rites the standard policies established by the Laws of
k, the most exacting ever enacted.

J. H. O'Rielly,

S. Raynolds,

Scc'y and Gen. Mgr.

President.

i

NAVAJO BLANKETS
Previous to removing to our new location, No.
Avenue, we will offer

SIZE

TRY THE

SHOE STORE
)00R TO POST

4x6 FEET, AT $10.00
5x7
12.00

J

Big Variety In Oak, Mahogany, Birdie ye
Maple and Mission.
COMK AND SEE Til EM ON OUR KI.OOR.

308-31- 0

Shoe Cs.

k

Chiffoniers,
Dressers
Wash Stands

ALBERT FABER

An exceptional opportunity
to secure Genuine Bargains

Ladies will please you.
y cannot be surpassed.
oiiiipier-Clar-

15 West Central

Also our entire stock of Curios and Novelties will be offered ridiculously low until alterations have been completed at our new store

OFFICE

VTRICIAN SHOE

I

1

LOWER THAN EVER IN PRICE

WEST CENTRAL AVE

cmcmcmoooomomomooomom(

The Fashion Cafe

BENNETT INDIAN STORE

"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

117

L. B. PUTNEY

2.

109 NORTH FIRST STREET

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Just above Central Avenue

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

215 SOUTH SECOND STREET

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocer1
the Southwest.

AN IDEAL PLACE FOR DOWN
TOWN LUNCH OR REGULAR MEALS

in

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
salary to kill all the dogs In the city
not wearing dog tax tags for the
present ring year, which ends next
August. Th- - man employed, aceord-- I
!ur to the, suggestion, Is to make a
house to house canvas and every dog
found not wearing a tag w ill he In-- j
careeraled in the dog pound for 48
hours and killed at the expiration of
that t ine if not claimed and bailed
out hy the owner. Tho cost to re-- j
cover a dog from the pound will Include the stipulated yearly tax and
.an extra fee for the poundmaster. It
is very likely that the finance rom- mittee will report favorable on the
suggestion.

M'KINLEY COUNTY

COURT

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

j

We will serve everything the market
affords. We aim to make our meals
so good that you will become a regular patron of the place.

FOUND DEPARTMENT

E

IS COMPLETED

GOOD SIGHT

(Vntriutor Witnesses
flushing 'IVhiiJics lo lluiiil-wom- e
Is a Priceless Possession, and
WELL Tl
Structure.
you should not allow your eyes
Wallace Ilesselden. the contractor,
to be treated except bya comhas returned from Oallup, where he
petent optician or, occulist. I
witnessed
finishing
the
Livery Stable Makes Accepttouches to the
new McKinley county court house.
will tell you free just what
Mr. liesselden had the contract for
able Fire House Frisky and
I can do for your eyes, and
the new court house and has reasons
to
GUARANTEE TO CO IT.
very
feel
proud
Well.
EXAMINATION
Work
Do
FREE
of his work. The
Slim
Their
building js one of the most hand114 West Central.
THE SOUTHWESTERN
some structures in the (southwest and
Is certainly a compliment
PHONE 451.
InsjHU'-toto the
Richardson, of the Hocky
builder and the people of McKinley XCXK0X24K0K?'XOM
Mountain Insurance Inspection BuBl
county,
reau, who was in the cl,y yesterday
The new court house la erected on
and Monday on official business, was
THE XK.VT JUG KVEXT IS TTIE
a point of vantage in the center of
treated to a. little surprise when he
TO HE ;IVEX HY THE
I.X4H
town
the
of
Gallup.
headquarters.
Welt 'iiliicttl CoiKi'rn sluxiltl
and is built ELKS' HAND WEDNESDAY EVENcalled nt the city fire
chiefly
very
a
of
fighters
fine
to
lively
corps
Man
lluii-of fire
red sand stone
He found a
JAXL'AltY 22, IN THE ELKS'
found in the suburbs of Gallup. The ING.
In the Southwest.
and a couple of black horses, Hllm
DALIj KtM)M.
ML'SIC
WILL HE The amount of time
woo,j
was
work
saved in
adby
furnished
equally
name,
Ku
as
tho
arm Frisky by
I l UMSHKD
11Y
THE KNTIIIE
perlor
Planing
Mill
company
Alany
Asso
The
your office by the us of Rul-b- er
.Southwestern
fire
iiuslness
ept in getting into action as
of
It. WD, AND A FINE TIME LOOK-Eciation, loca.eil in the Hope building, ouquerque.
The plans were drawn
department in the country.
FOIL ADMISSION 75 CENTS
Stamps, L)aters, etc.,
I'nder the personal supervision of 201 east Central avenue, is the first by J. U Iji Iriere of this city.
AND LADIES FItEE.
properly
very
satisfactory
conJucted
fire
of
institution
OhieT Kurt less a
its
Then Order.
house has meen made out of the erst kind that has even been opeated In ELKS
KODOL is the best remedy known
ARE HUSTLING
Albuquerque,
or
possibly
New
424
in
north
at
while livery s:able
indigestion
today
dyspepsia,
for
and
Mexico.
The object of this associaSecond
lreet.
all troubles arising from a disorderThe sleeping quarters of the men tion is to act as a medium between
ed stomach.
It Is pleasant, prompt
TALENT
FOR
SHOW
employing
nothing
men
business
high
on
are
and
and thorough. Sold iby J. H. O'Rielly
the first" floor with
Co.
class
numservice.
There
a
have
swiiifi'ng
been
door between the
hut
o
bunks and the fire wagon. The berless "employment agencies" that
Lively
among the Elks?
opened
arranged
lighls
city,
in
Is
have
our
BOOK-BINDEso
Are you looking tor somemingT Reand after a Well Just dolriBs
that the
alarm
R
a
little. The coming pro member the want columns of The
period of
In the building are turned on by the short
I..
durtton
II.
of
Hrown's
great
mu
RUBBER
your
Evening
are
Citizen
especial
for
STAMP
obliged
were
to
MAKER
close
down,
.which
horses
the
and
releases
because
alarm
comedy, "The College Pennant benefit.
It talks to the people and
opens the folding doors. Every part they failed to aland bemnd the men sical
you.
thoy
by
to
talk
the Albuquerque
Elks will be
Phono 024 312 Gold
of the arrangement moved like clock tiiry supplied.
The .Southwestern Kuslness Asso- "town talk", for the next two weeks
womk.
The
guard
advance
Is now skirmish
ciation la now receiving applications ing for
A trial hitch was made thlji morn
talent and report excellent
Ing In less time than it takes to tell and calls from all parts of the south- success.
From
the unprecedented
about It. The horses are kept loose west. There is scarcely a mall ar- record the Elks made
last year with
ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCI- A
In box stalls but turn toward the rival that does not bear a request for
"The
Elk's
Tooth' they have estab
exits of the fire wagon on the sound high class help in some field or oth- lished a record
as entertainers, and
AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
er. And what is more, men are be- now
of the alarm no matter what por
when they announce the coming
tion they are In when the gong rings. ing placed unci giving satlsff.i tii n al- production
as
being
one
still better,
Automobiles dally to points In
In an exhibition hitch this morning most every ay. The following par- we feel assured
the Estancta Valley. Special oars
that "The College
their heads were held at an opening agraphs, clipped from their pros- Pennant" will surpass
to
anything
ever
Golden. Ban Pedro and other
on the opposite wide of the stalls pectus. coti,;.in in a nutshell th. sepoints.
before seen In this city. The very
from the exits while an alarm was cret upon which they are siiie to best
vocal
and
dramatic
talent of our
The Popular Play
Automobiles for rent by the
"Every man is thoroughly Investi- city
sounded. They wheeled Into posi
haw expressed their willingness
day or hour In and about the city.
tion at the first sound of the bell and gated before being recommended to to take
part
so
the
production
Is
now
Parties holding- - special round .trip
were ready to get Into the harness the employer, and only those whose
tickets to Eatancla and return may
by the time the doors were open. cnaracter and habits are A. No 1 i assured.. The . dates have been set
exchange them for hourly service
"! iih.' . and ,h
The Hale harness used by the de should make application for a posl- iT,.
in the city or other points.
i.uiiiiiiiilcc aie wonting over
partment works like a charm.
lion inrougn our Association.
Our
necessary
ar
For further Information Inreim in r Inn
..i.i
.i"J" time completing all
fi..t
rargements.
JiVh un,
.
.
quire at the General Ticket office
mm
positively will nol
"..it
and garage, 408 W. Copper
any whose character,
recommend
PREFERS JAIL SENTENCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone
It Ioe the Duslneiw.
habits and honesty will not stand the
Mr. E. E. Chamberlain, of Clin84.
test.
ton, Maine, gays of Kucklen's Arnica
"If you are a high cluss man, cap- Salve. "It does the
TO PAYING TAXES
business;
I have
able of earning a large salary and used It for piles and It cured them.
deserving of the confidence and re I'sed it for chapped hands and it
spect of the business public. Wt cured them.
Applied It to an old
IK(R Owner Ami-t
and pick up a few of
many barsore and It healed It without leavItut can place you In a very short time.
An intellectual story of how a gains in just the things the
JbTiiM-r- i
yon need now
ing
to Fay
soar
a
It IVlue
behind."
25c at All
you
and
want
nn
our
list.
on
If
the
Wage teiiiMiigii Again
II. CO men's corduroy pants now t
college man went wrong.
other hand you are not qualified for
Keys' 60 and 60c corduroy sants,
Ouiin.
any special work, or your character
else 4 to S
and habits will not bear a thorough
Beys' knee pants
liecause he wouldn't pay taxes on investigation, we kindly ask you not
ABUNDANT COMEDY
i Men's bib overalls
4 e
his dog and also refused to allow his to make application for a. position
Men's heavy ribbed underwear. . tie
EXTRAVAGANT SCENIC DISPLAY
beloved canine to be put in the city through our Association."
Ladies' heavy ribbed underwear 1ft
pound and eventually be condemned
The association has recently enter
Children's heavy ribbed underCATCHY VAUDEVILLE
to death, It.iphael Taglifarrlo. of 311 ed their new and permanent office at
wear . .
lOe and Jo
N' rlh Kroadway, was
V1 east Central avenue.
himself placed
The room
Prices 35c, 60e and 75c. Seats on 25o and 35c glass bowl
Pfer
j
has been entirely remodeled to suit
in ine city hastile yesterday after
sole at Matson's
'Wednesday. Jan. Cctton blankets
noon.
the convenience of the business, bank
22. 108.
See our circular for hundreds of
by
According to pound Master Ward. counters and fixtures have been In
other bargains.
Taglifarrlo Is guilty of the grave of- stalled, and every thing goes to Indi
Meal.
fense of appropriating a dog tax re- cate that tliey are In business to stay.
CASH BUYERS' UNION
P. MATTEUCCI
ceipt and then refusing to liquidate. C. H. ttow the manager. Is
mun
122 North iteond
Mr. Ward says that he went to Mr. who inspires confidence.
Everv bus
SHOE STORE AND REPAIRS
Taglifarrlo with a receipt and that iness man In Albuquerque, as well as
Taglifarrlo grabbed :he receipt out of those who wish to better their posiMO Fait Coal Avenue
Consult a Reliable
his hand and then refused to give him tion, should know him and his bus
Dentist
Green
he money.
Taglifarrlo was arrested iness.
I,
accordance with the city ordi
XXXXXXXXICXCXXXXXXXXXXXXXJO 105
Full Set of Teeth
ICunk I'oollsluiewi.
nance, which provides that a dog can
Gold FMllng
"When attacked bv a
$1.50 op G" Q
not be taken from the property of
or when your throat is sore. It
Gold Crowns
ts owner by the dog catcher but that cold.
ft
Is rank foolishness to take any other
ralnlewi Kitracting .... duo
he owner can tie arrested for har
medicine
King's
than
New
lr.
boring a dog and refusing to pay li
says C. O. Eidrldge, of Em
cense on It.
pire, Ga. "I have used New Discov
IV. It. OrtMulorrr, Mgr.. 120 Vet Cold
A IX WOItK AUSOI.VTIXY
ery
seven years and I know It Is the
This U one of many cases that are
AT
Tlds Week
laily being brought to the attention nest remedy on earth for couehs and
of the police in the nature of the dog colds, croup, and ail throat and lung
BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW
troubles. My children are subject to
nuisance, which the finance commit- - croup,
but New Discovery quickly
ee of the city council Is now called cures every
attack."
Known the
upon to abate.
world over as the Kins' of throat onrf
Ladies' souvenir matinees Tuesdays
At the meeting of ihe city council lung remedies.
.Sold under guaran
and Fridays; Children's toy matinee
Monday night tht matter of abating tee at All Dealers. SOc un.l II (ill.
every Saturday; compleie change of
he dog nuisance was referred to the Trial bottle free.
program Thursday;
grand amateur
finance committee. It was suggested
carnival Friday night.
I'FK'S IKI i ior HOT nifK'O.
VRS. OOPP and PCTTIT.
A
few
choice
a
be
employed
man
that
front seats, JOc; no
at a stated
LA I K.
WALTON '8 Oltl'ti KTOKE. JOOC)CXXXXXOJOOC)OOOOCXXXJOOO raise In prices.
HOO.H ia,
.1.1311
Alliuiin-rqu-

e

1

J

Catering for Private Parties, Banquets, Home
Receptions, etc., a Specialty

--

j

C. H.

David N. Combs, Proprietor
PHONE ??9

X

COAL

fTTTTTTITIIHIIIimilll

THE FINEST

AMERICAN BLOCK.
CERKILLOS

FRUITS

LUMP

Furnace.
Mixed.

APPLES
Gano, Lauver,

3

Bellflower, Sheepnoae 5

Dates, Figs, Oranges,
Lemons, Grapefruit
and Cocoanuts

Nut
CLEAN OAS OOKE.
SMITHING COAL.
NATIVE KINDLING
FOR CASH ONLY.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

SI.

W. H. HAHN & GO.
very important and !n fact
It
It is absolutely necessary to health
we
give relief to the stomach
that
1

LYLE

promptly at the first signs of trouble.
Take something once in a while, es
pecially after meals; something like
mjlmij ior uyspepeia ana Indigestion. It wtl! enable your stomach to
30 Its work properly. Sold by J. H.
O'Rielly Co.

Post Office Opposite
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

0000000000000

0OO0K)00OX5OO00

The MONTEZUMA GROCERY Co.
COPPER A NO 7HIRO

Direct Importers of Italian Goods,
Lucca Olive Oil, Macaroni, etc
:

Fresh Stock Best Brands
:

LORENZO GRADI, Prop.
)

PHONE 1029

ooooooooooooo

omsmcmcmomcmcmomomcmcmomo
WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

Gty.

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND C1CARS- Family Trade Solicited.

H. S. LITHGOW

Ay.

ELKS THEATER

THURSDAY, Jan. 23

1

,

A

Thoroughbred
Tramp

.

Follow the Crowds

Itet-elp-

Complete and Unexcelled Line of Groceries

New Store

Stop and Figure

D

ANTHRACITE

ON THE MARKET

Carnes, Oph. D.

s

Mq0CO00K3000000 00DOO00O0O00y
TT

OKD0O00X50OX30C)r

0X3OOOXDXKOOOOO

j

Telephone 1036, and

Goods will be Delivered at once
THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All Nw TabWs, and First CLut Trcitouat

CRADl & CIANNINI, Props.
109 South First Street

fr

it

te

Board and Room

$16.00

or

Month andUp
the Week, Day
or

MRS.M.E.NORRIS

Front
North First Street

,"

CooRirag

J

CRYSTALTHEATRE

ft

"

The
Columbus
Hotel

t.

JO

tOJDCL

ALBUQUERQUE
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equally liable n check the market
at this Juncture. From now on reactions are likely to be more frequent and more severe; nevertheless
It does not yet appear' that the market has yet attained the degree of
recovery to which It Is fairly entitled
under existing conditions. The market Is under control of skilful cliques
who will now find little difficulty In
financing a moderate bull campaign.
Apart from this, the rebound of
panic is always considerable
and
lasts for a period more than three
or four weeks.
The U. S. Navy offers young men many
A great deal is being made of the
advantages seldom found in any calling of
very poor railroad
nowearnings
civil life. If you enlist as an apprentice
General Business Has Not being made public. Nearly all of Nebraskan Will Withdraw If
seaman you are given a $G0 outfit
the roads are reporting
large de
Been Seriously Hurt by Rc. creates In both gross and net. It Is Convinced His Candidacy Is
of clothes ire, and placed on the
also said that 10 per cent of the
pay-ro- il
at $16 per month. After
freight
cars In the United Mates are
Not Best for the Party.
cent Financial Depression.
four
months at the training
about
out of employment. There is noth
Station your pay ii raised to $19, and in
ing astonishing in this. The railroads are simply reflecting the effect
22.
Provided
Washington.
Jan.
one year you may receive $24, together
has now
The s;ock market
the panic upon traffic. There they are "real democrats," It will
with free board, lodjj'ng end medical
a recovery of from 10 to 20 of
was unquestionably a sharp shrink
attendance. After that your promotion
points in the active share and a still age in business In November and not be necessary for a third of the
depends upon your own c.loits. In the
spe
delegates
to
convention
In
Denver
some
of
the
the
advance
further
December, resulting from financial
Navy you can be absolutely certain that
As exp'alnrn In our pre depression. As the latter disappears to protest against the nomination of
cialties.
cood, hard work will bring promotion
vious advice, this was the natural trade and traffic will correspondBryan In order to secure the withIn
the ingly recover, and the losses reportseuuence of Improvement
and increased pay. A capable young man
of the Nebraska leader from
monetary itua;ion and the uncover- ed for the last two months are not drawal
within the term of one or two enlistcan,
Bryan
contest.
has
presidential
the
ing of a large nhort Interest. All likely to be continued during the
ments, rise to the position of Chief Petty
panics have been followed by an ad- current year. 'A moderate shrink- written to supporters In WashingOfficer with pay of $70 to $80 per month,
vance of considerable duration, set- age In earnings may perhaps be rea- ton assuring them he will retire from
ting In usually a soon as the distur- sonably looked for; but by means of the race for the presidential nomfree of living expenses: and later may try
bance to monetary conditions sub- economies which are rapidly being ination "if any considerable numfor that of Warrant Officer, with pay of
code. The period of recovery gen- put Into effect, the decrease in net ber" of real, honest democrats
$1200
There are,
to $2100 per year.
erally varies, extending over several results ought not to be seriously among the party leadership Indicate
besides, many opportunities to earn extra
months and accompanied by more Impaired. The "street" is fully rec- to him that his candidacy will Jeopay. After thirty years' service he can retire
or less irregularly and occasional onciled to a reduction of dividends, pardize the democratic chances.
recovery especially among the high rate paypresent
The
Kverybody knows what Bryan
recessions.
pay and allowances for
on three-fourth- s
ers,
and railroa-- managers may con- means by "real democrats."
They
lias been exceedingly rapid and somefuel and light.
clothing,
quarters,
rations,
to be more con- are the democrats who stood loyally
what corresponds to the suddenness sider It good
The Navy gives you a free training, pays you
And severity of the panic itself. The servative in the matter of dividends by the party in 1S!'6 and 10.
If
while you are learning, and then offers you
fact that recuperation has been so ami to keep the latter In closer ac- the democrats In congress speak
prompt and energetic demonstrates cord with market values. With the heir minds in Bryan's presence, us
permanent employment, unaffected by hard
that the crisis revealed no unsound prospects of comparatively
eiisy they do when he Is away, they will
pay comparing favorably with that earned by
and
with
times,
ness or grave disturbance in general ( rates for money, many good securi- give hhn the Information which,
the average man in civil life.
The panic was chiefly ties will prove desirable purchases under the conditions he has menconditions.
tlnuiH'ial, and mainly due
to the at fair recessions from pre,ent fig- tioned, will cause him to retire.
There are special opportunities and higher pay to start, for
Bryan went even further in his
Cross abuse of credit and a too rapid ures, even allowing for such divithose who have a special training, such as machinists, carpentransformation of capital from liquid dend reductions as may be reason- letter than to
he would retire if
ters, electricians, coppersmiths, and stenographers, bookprotests were made from "real deminto fixed forms. The storm which ably calculated upon.
keepers, stewards, cooks, bakers, etc.
ne of the most iratlsfactory fea- ocrats."
began In October has, however. ImHe says that if he is shown
mensely clarified the financial situa- tures Is the improvement in the for- a stronger candidate can be named
The term of enlistment is four years and the pay St increased on
If interested, apply in person for further information to the
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Doctors Perform Marvelous
Operation on Patient Injured
by Mine Accident.
a,
Joseph
a miner from Bush, III., will
be walking about and doing his regular work minus a portion of his
backbone if he recovers from an
operation performed on him at the
Evangelical Deaconess' Hospital a
few roomings since.
Plttorla. who had recently come
from Italy, was working In a mine
at .Bush when a cave-I- n
occurred.
He was burled under tons of rock and
coal, which broke his back in the
lumbar region. The mass of rock
fell on his head, doubling him up and
crushing the transverse and splnus
processes of the first, second and
ihird vertebrae.
The crushing of these banes Im
mediately affected the network of
nerves which branch off from the
pinal cord at the point of injury.
The motor tract of the spinal cord,
those nerves which control the locomotion of the lower limbs, were
deadened so that he was paralyzed
In the lower half of his body. The
sensatory tract, or those nerves which
governed the senses, were rendered
aoute, so that the man suffered in
tense agony constantly, making It
necessary to keep him under the in
fluence of opiates, Ho great was the
agony that he would have succumbed
aoon unless releived by an qperatlon.
According to Information .obtained
at the hospital, the subject was on
the operating table three hours. The
operation was performed by Dr. J.
F. Mervestrina, assisted by Dr. H. O.
Johnson, and was witnessed by Dr.
Graves, as neurologist;
Dr. H. L.
Nietert, Dr. George W. Gale, Jr., of
the Frlaco Hospital, and other sur- -'

St Louis. Jan

22.

Pit-tori-

eong.

An
protograph of the fractured' vertebrae had been made by
Dr. Russell D. Carman, which had
been studied by Dr. Meneotrina, so
that he knew absolutely the conditions he would find when he began
to operate.
It was believed necessary to remove the arches of the three vertebrae, take out the crushed bone and
reach the spinal canal, through
which tbe spinal cord runs to the
brain In order to remove the mass of
clotted blood and splintered bone
which was pressing on the sriiatory
nerves and causing the man such
intense Agony.
(Difficult factor in
Another
the
(operation was the excessive hemorrhage due to the network of vtnns
y

KV EKING

ALBUQUERQUE
which surrounded 'n crushed Ver
and the two arteries which
run up each side of the spine, the
walls of which were torn and crushed, filling
the spinal cavity with
hlcod and spioula of splintered bone.
All during the operation Dr. Menea-trln- a
was working with his instruments under the How of blood and
entirely by the sense of touch.
The skin was lifted back from the
seat of Injury, and then the heavy
muscles that guard the spine were
divided and, lifted away, being held
out of the way by retractors so that
the operator could get at the fractured bones.
The periosteum, a cartilaginous or
fibrous substance which covers the
bones, was chipped away and the
splnus process, or the bone which
projects from the spine outward, was
s.
chiseled and broken away by
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fer-cep-

After the splnus process had been
removed the operator was able to
get Into the spinal canal through
which the spinal cord runs to the
brain.
For the length of the three vertebrae the spinal corif was lifted from
the canal with deltcute Instruments
and the canal cleared of fluid and
splcula, or splinters of the bone,
which were pressing Hgainst it. Then
with forcep-llk- e
instruments
the
tiatisverse processes were crushed
and taken out until all the b.my
structure of the three vertebrae
nearest the outside of tile back had
been removed by a process of gouging, crushing and elil.selllng. and all
the while concealed from the v.ew of
the operator by the blood.
The body of the bony structure of
the spine, that which ilea back of
or behind the canal, was left and
forms the bed or support of the remaining portions of the spine.
When the splnus and transverse
vertebrae had been removed, the anterior portion of the canal, a fibrous
substance, was cleaned and sewed as
a protection to the spinal cord, and
the heavy muscles brought over and
Joined as an artificial wall for the
canal.
Dr. Menestrlna said that his patient was doing as well as he had
expected, and he had strong hopes
for hUt recovery. He has performed
three similar operations before, but
the subjects collapsed from the
shock.
Plttoria suffered little or
no shock and rallied well from tbe

anaesthetic

FOR RENT
furnished
FOR RKNT Five-roo- m
house. Inquire at 306 W. Hunlng
ave. O. H. Thomas.
FOll KENT Furnished rooms and
15 East
board In the Highlands.
Central.
.
FOR RENT Large furnlBhed room.
Gentleman.
121 North Broadway.
Bee Ryan, tbe x pressman.
FOR RENT Typewriters, all kinds.
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
216 West Central.
FOR RENT Nice clean TurnUhed
rooms, modern. 109 Va West Central avenue.
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
Apply at 109
light housekeeping.
East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Two nlcey rurnished
rooms for light housekeeping; no
at
lck parsons wanted. Inquire
i02 East Central avenue.
FOR RENT Episcopal church rectory. 318 West Silver avenue. Call
on Rev. Fletcher Cook, 60S West
Silver avenue, or at the house.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
housekeeping; rent, reasonable, 624
West Central avenue. Inquire In
Tsar.
FOR RENT Minneapolis, 624 So.
Second St., rooms for lighthouse-keepinAlso bed rooms. Cheapest
In city.
sunny front
RENT Iarge
FOR
room with board. J09 S. Broag.

dly.

.Large furnished room
conveniences
with all modern
Suitable for gentleman. No health
seekers desired. Apply S09 west
Tijerss.

FOR RENT

TAKE NOTICE.
Rio Grande Is the name of the
new and up to date rooming house
at BIS West Central avenue. The Rio
FOR SALE
Grande has been leased by Mrs. A.
Snyder, formerly of Aurora, I1L,
SALE A brand new Btevens'
will be furnished throughout
with FOR
single barrel shot gun, never fired.
new furniture not second
hand
A high grade and strictly up to
goods. Kverything will be first class;
date gun. Inquire at The Citizen
everything orderly; everything clean
office.
as a pin. We kindly solicit the pat- FOR SALE A few bargains in good
ronage of those who apreclate each
property cheap If taken
within
conveniences. Rio Grande rooms will j 'the next few days. One of the best
be ready for rent after January St.
DUHincsi vomers in me wiijr, vuinv
room,
choice business lots; a nine
Suites for two to three to those who
frame dwelling, ' modern,
wish them. No Invalids or small
close in; two 4 -- room cottages with
children.
lights 12600 for
bath and electric
MRS. A. SNYDER.
both; three 60-lots on East
'Central avenue $200 for all three,
A.
DeWltfs Carbollzed witch Haiel
and many more like them.
Salve Is especially recommended for
Fleischer, real estate and Insurpiles.
ance, 212 H South Second street.
Sold By J. H. O'Rielly Co.

ad
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a Little WANT AD
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TELEPHONE 15

0

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE OR TRADE Xlce rooming house, centrally located. As-pl- y
at this office.
Foil SALE Horse, buggy and harness, cheap. Apply 923 S. Second

persoxal ritopKnrv

FOR SALE My farm of 30 acres,
one mile northwest of city. C. E.
Gleckler.
SALE A Charter Oak range,
For
good as new, and other household
furniture at 603 Roma avenue.
FOR SALE3 At a sacrifice Remington typewriter, like ntw. Mil-le- tt
Studio, 21S West Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for 31; 60 pound can for $6.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P, O.
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
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W, M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

LOANS

MONEY to LOAN

street

Furniture, Pianos. Organs Horses,

llomcoimtlilc Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building.
Telephone 886.

DR. F. J. PATCUIN
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SA1ARIES AND WAREHOUSE REPhyctan
and Surgeon.
as
high
as
CEIPTS, as low as 110 and
1200. Loans are quickly made and
Offltv
over
Drug Store. OfVann
strictly private.
Time: One month
iHturs I to III i. m.. I lo B. and
to one year given. Goods remain In fice
1 10
p. m. I'lioncs, omce 441,
your possession. Our rates are reas- klence
605.
onable. Cull and see us before borrowing.
DR. 11. L. IIVST
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Physician
and Surgeon.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms
ft 7. N. T. ArmUo Building.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldf.
Ave.
L. BURTON.
SOLOMON
DR.
Railroad
803
West
H
WANTED
PRIVATE OFFICES
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office, 610 South Walter
WANTED Toung man experienced
Open Evenings.
Street. Phone 1030.
in grocery
business who is
good solicitor. Southwestern Bus.
RS. BRONSON A BRONSON
Ass'n.
Homeopathic
Physicians
and BurWANTED To make your oid hats
BARGAINS IN HANCH PROPgeons. Over Vann'a Drug Store.
and clothes look like new. In the
ERTY.
car, west Gold avenue.
Phone
Phone, Of flow and Res.. 628.
6S0.
Three and a halt acres first
goods,
WANTED Gents'
second
hand clothing, shoes and hats st
class cultivated land, right on
DENTISTS
616 South First street, south
of
main ditch, three miles north of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
town, price $300.00. Easy terms.
DR. J. E. CRAFT
WANTED Lad lea desiring millinery
o o o
at cost for next ten days call on
a half acres on main
Four
and
Dental Snrgery.
SecMiss C. P. Crane, 615 North
road, under high state of cultivaI Rooms
3 and 8, IlnmcU Rulldlng,
Millinery snd dressond street.
miles
fenced,
north
well
tion,
2H
over o iueiiy s Drug store.
making parlors. Phone 944.
Easy
Appointments made by mail.
of town, price 3500.00.
wanted.
Phone 744.
terms.
WANTED
Able bodied, unmarried
men. between ages of tl and 36;
EDMUND J. AliGER, D. D. &
Ten acres of very good land,
cltlcens of United States, of good
three miles north of town, price Office hours, B a. ni. to 12:30 p. m.
character and temperau habits,
who can speak, read and write
3400.00 cash.
1:30 totp.ni.
English. For Information apply to
Appointments made by mall.
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
good SOU West Central Ave. Phone 456.
Eight acres In alfalfa,
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
fence, adobe house, four and a
WANTEO-Capab- le
men to fill exhalf miles north of town, price
LAWYERS
ecutive, technical, office and mer$600.00 cash.
We can place
cantile positions.
you in the position for which you
Seven acres good land, all level
R. W. D. BRYAN.
are qualified. Southwestern Business Association 201 East Cenand under ditch, partly under
Attorney at Law.
cultivation, one mile from town,
tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
on main road, price $1400.00 cash
Phone 267.
Office, First National Bank Building.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Sixty-fiv- e
acres of the best land
in the Rio Grande valley, all unBETTER
SERVICE
E. W. BOBSON
der cultivation (25 acres In alfalfa), four wire fence, on mala
Attorney at Law.
WITH CHEAPER RATES
ditch, title perfect, price $65.00
Office, Cromwell Block,
per acre, terms: one half down,
Albuquerque, N. M.
balance In one or two years at 8
per
cent.
D,
Washington,
C, Jan. 22.
II I A M. BOND
Cheaper (Pullman fares and better
And a great many others from
Attorney at Lew.
Pullman service Is what Geo. S.
one to two hundred acres.
IVnKions. Lnnd Patents, Copyrights,
Loftua, chairman of the Xatlonal
Caveats, lietDcr Patents, Trade
Hay association, has started to get
Marks, Claims.
32 F. street, N. M. Washington. D. O.
for the public. Loft us has been In
Washington this week, getting his
Real Estate and Loans. Notary
TIIOS. K. D. MADDISON
case before the interstate commerce
Public,
W. Gold Ave.
Attorney-at-Lacommission.
"We see no reason," said
Mr.
Office with W. B. didders,
117 West Gold Avenue.
Loftus, "why the Pullman company
go
on
paying from. 16 to 20 COOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXJCXXTOOOCX)
should
per cent profits on its capitalization,
INSURANCE
For Sale at a Bargain. Furand giving the public the same
niture and lease 12 rooms,
expensive and poor service
It has been getting since the Pullman
modern rooming house.
B. A. SLEYSTER
cars began."
Bargain
Sale
For
one
store
Insurance,
Real Estate, Notary
Mr. Loftus began bis case In St.
building, 80x100 feet, two
Public.
Paul. The commission sent a memstories and basement.
ber there to hear lu Then the PullRooms 12 and 11, Cromwell Block,
man company refused to give testiAiimqucrque, N. M. Phone 136,
For Rent Store building on
mony. Now iMr. Loftus has AmendWest Central ave. A snap.
ed his petition, and made the comA. E. WALKER
plaint a general one. embracing the
whole Pullman
situation, and the
Fire Insurance.
commission is preparing to send a
Secretary
Building Association
Mutual
evimember to Chicago to hear the
Z17 nest Central Avenue.
tl9 South 2nd Straat
dence.
are
stockholders
"The railroad
Interested In this proposition quite
FRENCH A ADAMS
as much as the traveling public."
UNDERTAKERS.
Mr. lxiftus declared.
"The Pullman
Lady AsNlMant.
company has been able to hold up
Embalming a Specialty.
all the roads, compelling Ihem to
sign a lease for each car, so that
the car returns dlviuends whether
VETERINARY
It earns them or not. And when it
does not earn them It come out of
WILLIAM BELDEN
the legitimate revenues of the road,
Veterinary.
and the stockholder In the railroad
Surgery and
a Specialty.
loses, while the stockholder in the
102 Huuth Edllii Plione 405.
;
Pullman company wins."
The evidence which Mr. Loftus
DR. II. D. PETTI FORD
will produce at the hearing is calVeterinary.
culated to show why the railroads
Practical Therapeutics.
Obstetrics
an
tturgery on Horses, Cattle, Sheep
let themselves
be robbed by tbe
Hogs.
Dogn
and
Office
Cats.
with
Pullman company.
Thornton, the Cleaner, 111 North
"Wtudy a Hat of the directors of
rnone
Hospital
intra,
and
4o.
the railroads and the stockholders;
nesiaence. 133 south Walter. Real
of the Pullman company, and you
dence phone, 620.
will see the community of Interest."
es
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A little want ad, day by day,
, Does the work you draw the pay.
It sets the peop'e you don't knowj
And helps you make your business grow.

Y
MILLINER
DATS 6TYLCB

UP-T-

O.

AT COST PRICES

Tailoring ana
Ldl0'
Oraaamaklng

MISS CRANE
.

at a m.

aft0?

44

W. L. THIMBU & CO.
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AX
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought- - and
changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CTT
Second Street between Central
Copper Avsnus.

Don't Forget Th
ALBUQUERQUE

KILL

PLANING

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CTTX,
When In need of sash, door, frame
etc. Screen work a specialty. 4M
South Fins street. Televhea 40X

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY FAINT
One Gallon Covers 61)0 Square Feel
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks. Isutts Fire Years.
JAP-A-LA-

406 Wait Kslltaad At

THIRD 8THEET

Moat Market
All Klnda

of Fresh and Salt

M

,

Steam Saunwre Factory.
KM ID KliI ENWORT
Masonlo Building, North Third Btrsa.

HOME

OOO

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping

A. MONTOYA
tit

H

DAVIS & ZEAR1NO
309 W. Gold Ava.

MimiiiiiiiiirrTTTTrrn
HAIR

DRESSER AND CHIROPODIST
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors ss
posite the Alvarado and next doort
Sturgea' cafe. Is prepared
to giver
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
uresaing, ireai corns, Dunlons and
nails.
She gives massag
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
bambini's own preparation bf 'complexion cream builds up ths akin asd
Improves ths complexion, and is
guaranteed not ts be Injurious. Ska
also prepares a hair tonic that
and prevents dandruff and hair falsing out; restores Ufa to dead kaan
removes moles, warts and superflasw
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator"
machines. For any blemish of the
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
--

raw

!
.

'MISCELLANEOUS

FOR A DEUtillTlXTi. SflTKR
Try
some rolls of our baking. DeP. W. SPENCER
licious? Well, hundreds of people tn
town not only think so but know an.
Architect.
Our rolls of several kinds to nleaa
1221 South Walter.
Phone 555. different people are lleht. orlan.
and tasty. Huddoss you zivs
order for so many a day for si trial
wees.

u

If You Want A
Plumber

rt

u

RAM BROOK BROS.
Phone 6Bfl.
lis JohnBM.
eaaaie norses a specialty.
drivers In the city. ProDrietors
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

OOO

TAKE IT IN TIME
as
Scores of Albuquerque People
Just
Have.
Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
follow.
DoanSs Kidney Pills relieve back
ache.
Cure every kidney ill.
Albuquerque cltixens endorse them.
Mrs. J. L. Curd, living at 410 South
Third street, Albuquerque, N. M.,
says: "I suffered more or less from
pains In my back for a long time, and
myat times when I would over-exeself or take cold, I suffered severely.
kidney
to
That tbia trouble was due
disease I had no doubt; In fact, I believe Jt'was hereditary In my case, as
my- father died with- - Brtght s disease.
About a year ago Doan's Kidney Pills
were brought to my attention, ana
taking them for a short Urns I wss
absolutely relieved of the pain in my
back and felt better In every way.
The merits of Doan's Kidney Pills
were so plainly demonstrated to me
that I can with pleasure and confi
dence recommend them to others."
Price 60
For sale by all dealers.
n
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
No. 23
take no other.

CARDS

Highland Livery

OOO

M. L. SCHUTT

4

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

i

Telephone No. 61
The StanrinrtL

-

Dr. Vaucaire's
Pioneer Bakery,
Formula
207 South First St

Recommended
bv Mrs.
Mnn
Byrnes, to develop the bust from 4
to
Inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the

(ala.
hai mless.

true

Extract.

Is

perfectly
The Vaue-tArFormula is a general
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
the bust Price 76 cants. For sals by
Highland Pharmacy and AI- -

u

KILL ths COUCH

and

CUnLvTH

LUNGS

e

--

Our work it a our name
implies, and our charges are

varado Pharmacy

right

Foster-MUbur-

Standard Plumbing &K8atifl

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
Ths reason ws do so much ROUGH
DRY work Is because ws do It right
Co and at the pries you cannot afford to
have it dons at home.

w,THDr.Kmg's

New Discovery
NP

l

3LD3

THROAT AND

GUARANTEED

4r

"Bin?
ti

aft

TiuTsobi..

IUN0 TROUBLES.

SATISJAOXOaXB

,3

!

I-
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Shoes of quality
In our shoes you get the highest quality
for the least money.
They look good in the beginning and in
the end show that they are as good as they
looked.
Every pair is a walking advertisement,
demonstrating to the wearers during the
wearing-ou- t
process that it is to their interest
to wear our shoes.

ents In the university of New Mexico;
J. It. W mid el I. of McmIIIh Park, editor
of the Round-Cthe Agricultural
College weekly newspaper.
.Miss
liailey, ut Columbus.
K.i n.. arrived on No. 7 last night and
.v III
spend the winter in Albuquerque, visiting her sister. Mrs. M. II.
Woods, of 5 U VeJt Tijeras avenue.
J. W. M irkinun, who ha been employed as a Santa Fe brakemun, accompanied by Mrs. Markman, expect
;o leave soon for the Panama canal
zone, where they will make their future home.
W. II. Drake, manager of the llor-- a
bin M e iutTey company at Thorcau,
arrived in the city this rimming from
a business trip to Phoenix, Ariz. Mr.
Drake will return to his business at
Thoieau tonight.

J

'

FORTY-ON-

WEDNESDAY.

JAMAIir.

22.

!.

READY

E

p,

Try Ilkhelieu Ketchup.
Hiss Kilna J. Morgan, of Oiklinl
t'.i!.. u visiting In this city.
Mucus, of ChUMU'i,
Miss
iitiiig frifinN In (111 clt.
at
t Itra flue canned pineapples
the ltlchcllcu.

1

X314WESI RAILROAD AVE. ft

i

personal

'"""rir"!'

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUEKQUE

(5K ETGTTT.

V- -

10

iiiiilM-- r
of IhilMblo I'eoplc Wont
lo Miike the Trip No Ifonbt
AlxMit Kikitsj of

A

1

M
Dr. W. O. Ua l. liffo, of Helen.
a visitor In the city last night.
of
There will be n. regular
Klk.V lodge tonight ut 8 o'clock.
t lloswell, N. M.. Is
A. Keishng.
Kpeiuliiig xcvcral days In AlliU'iuer-- ,
que.

"There Is no doubt about there
Ink enough liofis'ers to make the

buquerque

E. C. (Salazar,

of 150

5

be-

Business Men's excursion

ple will want to make the trip. At 3
o lock this afternoon
he had the!
names of forty-onwho had signified
t.i ir Intention of going on the ex- -'
e'

west

'0

green tag sale

-

Al-

11
a howllnir d;iii
alt Col. 1 1. K.
It Spllor. thlu it fttirtimiii
The colonel Is making a canvas of
tlv cit ascertaining how many peo-

--

Mrs.

Our

GO ON EXCURSION

is drawing to a close, but we still have plenty
of good bargains. We are likely to have cold
weather for some time to come, and as we offer
a discount of

Central avenue, went to Santa Fe
.
Coyotes, lcidttrs and all fur bear-er- a this morning, aceompnnlod by severv e
n;tc as ninny jie'q'ie
trapped to order. K. F. Cobb, ihe al children, to visit a con, who Is en- wr can win
poinrortabiy carry on one
gaged in the butcher business In the train." continued
Albuciuerqua taxidermist.
the colonel." The
Mr. anil Mis. D. C jftin. of Han Ancient City.
(.;.
11.
spendIs
Mrs.
Sals,
of
Isleta,
AlbuFrancisco, t'ahl., are visiting in
nil' city win in1 represented, ana
ing the day In the city visiting and in
querque.
We are receiving requests from puo-- J
IsSaiw,
shopping.
Agnes
of
Miss
pie not living in the city who would
FriiHaoket Hall gime at f'oslno
leta, who is anile popular In Albu- like to make the tr.p and are willing
on all of our Winter Stock, you cannot lose
day night, January 24. IT. N. M. vs. querque,
Is
Isiting iMiss Turner, a to pay their own expenses. I believe
Kids.
friend living at MH'urty, Valencia tt at w e can easily gel a hundred."
even if you buy a Suit or Overcoat for next
Mr.
nl Mrs. J. W. Anderson, of county.
are visiting In
Cal.,
Francisco,
San
was
of
yesterday
Word
received
season.
tt.oO to S.1.00
Mvti'n Drcs Slioca
Albuquerque.
the death of Mrs. Krvlen, at Carls- PRAIRIE FIRE GETS
2.00 to 4.00
Men's Strwt anil Work Shors
Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Lewis, of San bad. January 19. shortly after the
S- to
birth of twins who iil.ni expired on
il., are visiting In AlbuFranciwMi,
M.'rTa Hunting SlM.es
the same day. She was the wife of
querque.
"s tu 600
Women's Illtfi Shoes
Dr. Krvlen, of Carlsbad, a former
- to 400
Chas. Kelnken, of the John Hocker well
Women's low Slnes
known dentixt of Albuquerque.
Helen, is a business viscompany.
of
(M)
3
Women's Slippers
There will be a regular meeting of Many Toils of Valuable Alfulfa Hay
In the city.
itor
2.75
"
Woman's relief corps tomorrow
Mines for Hoys nnl Girl
F. F. Kichard.s, a prominent citi- the
io l"p In Smoke.
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, n Hed
In Alarrived
'olo.,
of
zen
Pmhit,
Initiation
the
Men's
hall.
After
iwi iiiiiwi iiih i n iiiiiiriBrMiiinniiTnnnrrriinnT
Fire started by persons clearing
buquerque yesterday.
luncheon will be served to members ground for spring plowing near Los
Is
Chicago.
of
Kennett,
J. T.
only. Hy orjer of the president, Duranes, four miles north of this
spending several days In Albuquerque Sadie Bowdish, secretary.
city, got beyond control this morning
on personal business.
Home members of the cast for ihe and burned a large quantity of alRichelieu olives, the best on any play. "The College Pennant," were falfa hay belonging to II. K. Becker,
chosen last evening at a meeting In the ilalryman.
market.
The parties who set
THE CENTRAL AVE. CLOTHIER
L. the fire are not known.
H.
Judge II. F. Adams returned to tha the Klks' culb rooms.
direction
whose
under
The fire was first discovered by
city this morning from a business Krown,
the play will be given, is well pleaspersons at the Menaul school, who
trrp to Phoenix, Arizona.
I
with results and expects to begin telephoned to United States Marshal
Mr. 3". L.. Kummell. of 222 west ed
rehearsals the early part of next Foraker and 'Mr. Foraker In turn
Silver avenue. Is convalescing after week.
Street Hats. 50 and ?5c.
Untrimmed Shapes. 25c.
Mr. Becker's
notified Mr. Becker.
a severe attack of the grip,
Oeneral Manager Thomas Maha, hay ground Is several miles from his
Pacific
of
O.
Trelmmes,
Ir.
of the local gas plant
had as his airy. When he arrived at the scene P0P0sX3K)sO4K3K54sOsO4K)4W
Trimmed Hats at less than cost
rove. Calif., arrived In Albuquerque guest this afternoon the chemistry
of the fire the flames were entirely
personal
on
business.
yesterday
class from the high school, headed beyond control. Mr. Becker said
price
Ostrich Plumes at one-ha- lf
Ohas. Mainz, special officer for the 1y their Instructor, Prof. Miller. The this afternoon that he thought that
for the purpose his loss would probably be 175.
Santa Fe at Ash Forks, Arizona, is visit to the plant
of weeing a practical demonstration
In the city visiting his family.
Some big bargains. Come and see for yourself
Cash for cunny stacks, all sizes!
known of the theories of the text book conH. H. Cummings, a well
i
will call for them. Phone 10,
business men of Salt Lake City, ar- cerning illuminating gases.
W. I if. 602-ASouth I ir t St.
of
Dr. and Mrs. P. U. Cornish,
rived yesterday In Albuquerque on a
street,
enjoyed
visit!
n
south
Walter
trip.
short business
foii s.i,r.
yerterday from Mr. and Mrs. D. Cof
The Zelger Cafe bar fixtures; this
See F. F. Trotter whenever you fin,
Mrs.
who
Cornish,
were1
of
cousins
the finest set of bar fixtures ever
need groceries. You'll get the best. on the San Francisco Shriner excur208 South Second
WILL CHANGE YOUR
rcught to New Mexico, costing ex- F. J. Cuhlll, a prominent business sion. Mr. Coffin was on the grand
eeding $4,000.00 These fixtures must
man of Helen, arrived In Albuquer-qu- t Jury tha.t indicted Abe Reuf for graft
may
bought
once,
be
sold at
and
last evening over the new cut- ing. The Jury was in session for bet bargain
prices.
off.
thirteen months.
see,
or
H. S,
Address at once
I.. H. island, a prominent businesM
Judge H. O. Haaeock will go to Knight,
9, Cromwell Bldg.,
Room
into a
ZD
man, of iSt. Louis, Mo., was a busi- Winslow. Arizona, tonight to appear Albuquerque, N. M.. and I will give
5 THE
to be property prepared houldbemsde
In Albuquerque yesterness
in a Manning, llowman Coaling Dish.
for the defendants In the case of nu a bargain never before offered
Always rcadv, no worrvtnatoiit fires.
day.
DIAMOND
Young and J. W. Marley versus ihe
New Mexico.
Simply a match, and iu a few tuiuutcs
deterritory
Arizona,
given
of
wherein
the
to
be
forget
the
dance
the
Don't
Special convocation of Uio Grande
Hed fendants are i charged with unlawfulby Ationa Council No. 1, in
ly slaughtering cattle.
Judge lieu-coc- k "hapter No. 4, 11. A. M. Monday
Manning, Bowman & Co.
Men's hall tomorrow night. AdmisThe
We
expects to be absenjt from the vening, Jan. 20. at 7:30 for work
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut dam, Clocks, Silverware.
sion JO cents, ladies free.
city
days.
several
Greatest
Tuesday
In
degree,
M.
M.
and
Convenience
the
your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.
UiTtt
visiting
Mr.
Kd Oreen and iriri are
The regular meeting of the Mis- evening, Jan. 21, at 7:30 for work In
t. V. Flnerun, 0 East Coal. Mr. sionary
of
the age.
society
the Congregational the P. M. and M. K. degrees. All
hat produced a dainty moTael to refrale
Green is condumor on the Chicago church will bt of
held Thursday after- visiting companions are cordially Inyour guests. Be sure to see that your
division of the Santa Fe.
is
with
chafing
tha
supplied
dish
noon at 2:30, o'clock at the home of
Cook Anything.
By order of the H. P. Harry
pavtantad aeamlcas .'Ivory"
of the Oc- Mrs. C. E. Boldt, of 32 South Edith vited.
J. H. O'rtielly,
led food pau found only In
company, street. This Is, the first meeting of Braun, secretary.
cidental iLlfe Insurance
bowman & Co. Chafing PUUcs.
returned to the city this morning the new year and everyone should
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
for salc av
from a business trip to Phoenix, Ariz. make a special effort to be present.
thereby
upon
tha bowels and
els
system.
out
of
cold
drives
the
Richelieu Coffee none better.
the
Visitors as well as members are cordIt contains no opiates it la pleasant
J. H. Saul, of Rochester, N. Y., ially Invited to be present.
to
and is highly recommended
take
C. W. Cook, Jr., traveling freight for children.
arrived in Albuquerque yesterday and
Sold by J. H. O'Rielly
will remain
several days visiting agent for the Santa Fe at Buffalo, Co.
iSSS
friends and looking after personal af- N. Y., Is spending a few days In the
MONEY TO LOAN.
city. Previous to being given a more
fairs.
We have money to loan on real
superintendent of responsible position at Buffalo, Mr.
O. C. Watson,
32J-32- 3
agents in New Mexico for the Mutual Cook was assistant freight and pas- estate In sums of $500, $700, $1,000,
West Central
Ufa Insurance company of New senger agent for the Santa Fe In the $1,200 and $1,600.
Realty
Co.
M.
Moore
John
York, was a southbound passenger southwest with headquarters In this
city. Mr. Cook Is meeting many old
last night.
ROOMS FOR RENT.
Mrs. Cook,
The remains of Harry McBurney, friends In Albuquerque.
'Nicely furnished rooms with use
whn died oa Monday, will be shipped who Is well known in Albuquerque,
tonight for St. louls, the deceased's Is enjoying good health and Is stop of bath, steam heat and all convenences. No invalids. Hotel Cralge,
1105
old home. French and Adam had ping at Buffalo.
210
charge of the case.
Miss Irene Chew, who spent sev Silver avenue.
last 50c Bottles Lice's IJqukl Germo- The first session on the Bible class oral months in Albuquerque
recently organized by Rev. A. M. summer with hopes that the high al
zone
40c
Mandalarl, will be held tomorrow titude would be beneficial
to her
Piicukages
Germozone
evening In the library of the Immachealth passed through the city this 50cTablets
40c
morning on train No. 2 en route 25c Package
ulate Conception church.
Kgir Maker. 20c
The examination for the Rhodes' from San Francisco to her home In 2.50 Fail Lee's Stock Food .... $3.00
from New Mexico was New York. iMiss Chew visited sever $'"J Iiiil Lee's Krk Maker.... 1.50
TO ORDER scholarship
In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have alheld this morning at the university. al weeks in Denver after leaving
These goods are prepared by the
conducted by Professor R. F. Asp- and went to 8an Fran- Geo. II. Ioei Co., Onialia.
ways made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
Life.
Birds
lund. The following young men took cisco from that place. She is much
602-00- 4
V.
8. First St.
E.
Improved
In health as a result of her
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily pathe examination, which entitles the
Moth-Proo- f
Plione la.
successful candidate to a full course sojourn in the west.
j
pers.
At the hour appointed f- r the fu
T
In Oxford university: Frank Light
210 WEST COLD
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
Roscoe Hunt and neral of George W. Wallers, who
of Silver CMy;
ATTENTION!
Hugh Bryan, of Albuquerque, stud died here last
and ws tc
Pounds
have been burled this afternoon a?
cemetery
Falrvlew
from the chapel
)
Coal.
Made
of French and Adams, a telegram was
If your eyes are not right call
received from a brother of the de
on me and let me fit them with
ceased, requesting that the body be
glasses that will make them right.
Wc defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthshipped to Moscow, Ky. Rev. Coop
er, who had gone with a number of
fully Bay that short weight was ever given to any of
friends to the French and Adams'
our customers.
cnapei to attend the funeral, was no
DOCTOR OF OPTICS
tified and the funeral was not held
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
VANV JEWF.LRY CO.
The bi dy will be shipped tonight
One Door Soutli of Drug Store.
lilock, Crested Butte Ilard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
N
Vi:iNII)AY
KVKXIVG
Xut. Also Mill Wood. Mountain Wood, Kindling and
JAM AUY 22, TIIK i:i,KS' UAX1)
J 22
Second Street
West Gold Avenue
;ivi: a d.wck iv
ki.ks
'
Colve.
H. W. SCHROEDER
MAI.L ROOM.
Ml'SIO ItY Till'
ADMISSION
WHOM: HANI).
75
tut-don-

20 to

SO

per cent

!

and see us.
It will pay you.

Come

J-

wwiwiw

Simon Stern

Regardless of Cost

All Kinds of Winter Millinery

J

!

tvti-oi-

MISS liUTZ

Room

A Rarebit

HIIIII

VI

A
Chafing
Dish

u

PALACE

0

l

Home

Railroad Avenue

Chafing Dish

oaooooooooaooo

oaoooooooaoaooaoaoa
HIGH CLASS
n

Cleaning

Man-Din- g,

$4.50 to $13.50

,

Pressing

NONE BETTER IN THE

CTl

Wagner Hardware Co.

Montezuma Cleaning
and Pressing Company
1

WEST GOLD

PHONE

TAXIDERMIST
ALL FUR BEARERS TRAPPED

and Animals Mounted True to
and Permanent. Work Guaranteed

Jm

WE GUARANTEE

Is
Ie's

Full 2,000 Pound

re,

p. COBB

EYES RIGHT!

00OK30C0K30OO0C

E. L. Washburn Company

Guaranteed or a Present
of the

2,000

S. T. VANN

OUTFITTERS FOR MEN AND BOYS

U9

South

thk

4

The last week for cut prices
ALL BLUE AND BLACK SUITS RESERVED

$t2.00tT!"
8.00 Kuppenheimer well made suits reduced to 1 4.40
20.00 Dressy Suits, new patterns, reduced to.. 15.00
22.50 very nobby Worsted Suits reduced to . 1 8.00
Dressy Suits reduced to
h
25.00
20.00
Finest Suits reduced to
30.00
24.00

$15.00 Good Business Suits reduced to

. .

Stein-Bloc-

Stein-Bloc- h

i:n is.

kdii:s

Teacher of Violin

Hike.

THK l'.I.KS HAND Wllil, GIVK A
ltX(i: IN TIIK KI.KS' ItAIX.
ItOOM

KINKNI.Y

KVKX1NG

J1M.A11V 22. Ml'SK! HY TIIK KX.
I I ItK HAND. ADMISSION
75 CKXTS
LADIES 1'HKK.
MISS MAHQl'KIUTK D. HLAi'HLY
graduate of the New Haven Norma
Teacher o
School of Gymnastics.
physical training and dancing. Ad
dress 317 South Arno street.
Attention!
Council fire will be kindled tonight
8
sharp.
at o'clock,
There will be
dance and refreshments
after the
meeting In n n(r of Degree c' Po
t
vlsr.lng
All
cahontas.
bn hers anc
inviiad to at
sisters are cordially
tend.
IUxl Meiit

i

CHAS. L.
.

KBPPLEn,

5.50 Dressy Worsted Suits, knee pants.
12.50 Young Men's Suits, long pants

$

4.00
4.40
10.00

DR. C. H. CONNCR
muRamoN

All

Trimtmd.
Curablm O'ssases
No Citarf tor Conmultatton.
N. T. Armljo Bulloln

First

Room 28 Barnett Bldg.

(

WK MAVB A

New ASSORTMENT Or

GARDEN IMPLEMENTS AND RANCH SUPPLIES
Shovels, Forks, Hoes, Rakes, Wheelbarrows, etc.
"John Deere" Plows, Harrows, Cultivators, Planters
Mako Your Selections Now While the Stock
New and Complete

.gjft POULTRY

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN. AND

502 Sooth

Schroeder'a Orchestra

KOIt RKXIV 1U1DKNCF)-A202 NOIU'll K1HTH. APPliY. . QUI
TOWN POSTOFF1CK.

$ 5.00 Cassimere Suits, knee pants

JOHN S. BEAYEN

ALSO MANAGER OF

-

NETTING

Price
Always
Right

-

AND - ROOFING

-

IRON
Wo

Aim to

ou7

north

FIHBT' aT,

Please

i

i

